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“Whether we are based on carbon or on silicon makes no fundamental difference; we should 
each be treated with appropriate respect.”

- Arthur C. Clarke

ENGINEERING
SECTIONF
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“Don’t think of robots as replacements for humans -- think of them as things that will help 
make us better at tackling many of the problems we face.”

- Anonymous

THE ROBOT
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SEMPTEMBER ROBOT UPDATESEPT
2020

Current Components Work in Progress

• Mecanum drivetrain.
• Simple servo-driven intake.

• goTube ring intake.
• Ring shooter.
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MECANUM DRIVETRAIN

 Our current drivetrain uses four blue-dyed goBilda mecanum wheels with 1:1 gearing 
from 435-rpm motors. The motors are mounted vertically and connected together using 
goBilda u-channel--7 hole channel along one side, 9-hole channel along the other side. This 
will allow us to install ring intakes underneath the u-channel. 

 This is our first full-scale iteration of the goBilda drivetrain. While building it, we 
originally mounted the motors inside of the c-channel so they are parallel to the ground. 
We realized that this would restrict our ability to install intakes to pick the rings up off of 
the playing surface. Therefore, we rebuilt the drivetrain with the motors mounted vertically, 
leaving plenty of empty space underneath the c-channel for intaking. 

 We want to install the new yellow mecanum wheels from goBilda in place of the 
old goBilda mecanum wheels. Also, we would love to potentially build a second identical 
drivetrain so Drew can program and test in parallel with the build team.

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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 The intake is comprised of a single shaft driven by a continuous goBilda servo. On the 
shaft, we have mounted six small black wheels that will draw in the rings off of the ground. 
We also began to add another shaft that has three green compliant wheels mounted on it. This 
will hopefully start to pull the ring upwards towards the shooter.

 We experimented with different types of wheels for the intake, including high-
durometer compliant wheels, low-durometer compliant wheels, goTube, rigid wheels, and 
even goBilda’s new Gecko Compliant Wheels. We settled on rigid black wheels for the outer 
intake stage and then green low-durometer compliant wheels for the inner stage for now. This 
will likely change in the future as our design evolves. 

 Soon, we would like to install a curved piece of lexan underneath the intake wheels 
that encourages the ring to move upwards rather than relying entirely on friction between the 
wheels and the ring to move it upwards. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:

SIMPLE SERVO-DRIVEN INTAKE
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SUMMARY OF SEPTEMBER ROBOT
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Current Components Work in Progress

• Flywheel Ring Shooter
• “Cheezy-Poofs” Ring Shooter
• Wobble Goal Grabber

• Updated goBilda Mecanum Drivetrain
• Duplicate Drivetrain
• Compliant Wheel Intake

OCTOBER ROBOT UPDATEOCT
2020
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UPDATED GOBILDA MECANUM DRIVETRAIN

 This month, we mounted the new yellow goBilda mecanum wheels to the existing 
drivetrain. We also experimented with adding blue dye to the c-channel.

 We were originally using the old goBilda mecanum wheels--the same type we used for 
SKYSTONE. We decided to switch to the new ones when goBilda released them just to have 
the most updated and modernized drivetrain that we could. 

 Decide if we need to change the positioning and location of the c-channel structure to 
allow for the intake and the ring shooter prototype to be mounted. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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DUPLICATE DRIVETRAIN

 After completing our first goBilda mecanum drivetrain, we decided to build a second 
identical one. Both drivetrains will be used in parallel--one by Drew to program and test, and 
one by the builders to add new mecanisms. Once the builders reach a natural point in the build 
process, we will switch drivetrains. Drew will then use the one the builders just modified 
to implement new code. Meanwhile, the builders will iterate their mecanisms on the other 
drivetrain to make them better, as well as adding new components. 

 We based this drivetrain completely off of the one we had originally built. We decided 
to make this one the one that Drew will use to program initially, since the other one already 
has an experimental intake mounted to it that we are continuing to iterate. So, we mounted the 
control hub and expansion hub to this drivetrain so Drew can begin testing autonomous. 

 We plan to attach the flywheel ring shooter prototype to this drivetrain so that Drew 
can implement the code and math that we have been working on to ensure that the ring is 
accurately shot. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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COMPLIANT WHEEL INTAKE

 Now, we have a more functional intake design. The front stage is using five green low-
durometer compliant wheels. On the interior of the robot, we have three ninja-flex wrapped 
sections of goTube that are steeply angled upwards. These are each powered by a single servo 
and connected via timing belt. 

 We originally used rigid black wheels on the outside stage, but decided to switch to 
compliant wheels to give better grip on the rings. Then, we decided to add the goTube rollers 
instead of compliant wheels to act as a better conveyor belt. 

 Currently, we really don’t know how--if at all--this design will integrate with the ring 
shooter. Once we know how the ring shooter will mount to the robot, we will devise our next 
steps for the intake. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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FLYWHEEL RING SHOOTER

 Our current setup for the ring shooter involves a flywheel powered by two geared 
6000 rpm goBilda motors. On the opposite side, we have another wheel that is able to freely 
spin using bearings. The surface of the ring shooter is a thin sheet of delrin. 

 We originally were only using one 6000 rpm motor to power the shooter. The initial 
velocity of the ring was sufficient to shoot the ring into the high goal, but we needed more 
torque to get the flywheel back up to speed faster to shoot the next ring. Therefore, we geared 
two 6000 rpm motors together to double the torque. 

 Next, we need to motorize the angle of the shooter. We also need to mount the shooter 
to the drivetrain. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:

WORK IN PROGRESS
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“CHEEZY POOFS” RING SHOOTER

 Lance decided to take influence from FRC 254 “Cheezy Poofs” to build a ring shooter 
design that is similar to the design used by 254 to shoot frisbees in FRC. The design uses two 
flywheels powered by one motor to get the ring up to a more consistent and stable velocity. 
The ring sits inside of a metal guide rail that keeps it in horizontal orientation. 

 We are currently testing the ring shooter design that uses only one flywheel, which 
was our initial design. Lance was inspired by 254’s ingenious design, so he decided to build 
this design with the long-term goal of implementing it later in the season. 

 We still need to motorize and test the design extensively. Reducing friction between 
the rings and the guide rail is also a long-term goal.

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:

WORK IN PROGRESS
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WOBBLE GOAL GRABBER

 Nolan has been working on a servo-powered gearing mechanism for the wobble goal 
grabber. We plan to use 3D-printed, flexible “Fin Grippers” that will conform to the curvature 
of the wobble goal for better grip.

 Alton has been hard at work to CAD the fin grippers. Above is the current design. 
We are working to 3D print them using ninja-flex filament, but are struggling with the layer 
thickness to make them durable yet flexible. 

 We know how we want to grab the wobble goal. We need to figure out where it will go 
on the robot and how it will lift the wobble goal up and over the field wall. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:

WORK IN PROGRESS
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SUMMARY OF OCTOBER ROBOT
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NOVEMBER ROBOT UPDATENOV
2020

Current Components Work in Progress

• Mecanum drivetrain
• goTube belt-driven intake
• Fin gripper wobble goal grabber
• Flywheel ring shooter

• Cheezy Poofs Ring Shooter
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goTUBE BELT-DRIVEN INTAKE

 We used goBilda’s goTube and timing belt to make an angled intake to lift the rings 
off of the ground and direct them into the shooting mechanism. The bottom stage is made of 
green compliant wheels. The other stages are goTube with 3D printed pulleys to connect the 
belts. It is all driven from one motor and uses some goBilda square beams to direct the ring 
into the shooter.

 Before this version, we had experimented with using only compliant wheels and lexan 
for the intake. The gaps between the stages were an issue, so we opted to switch to belts to 
make more of a conveyor belt for the ring to ride up. We also added a sheet of lexan over the 
intake to provide an extra layer of encouragement for the ring to more easily move along the 
desired path. 

 The largest issue with our current intake is that the rings do not easilly exit the intake 
and fall into a neat stack in the shooter. To solve this, we have tried reducing friction and 
pieces that lead to unpredictable ring movements. We are still yet to reliably be able to load 
the rings into the shooter from the intake, so this will be our area of focus for the next few 
weeks. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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FIN-GRIPPER WOBBLE GOAL GRABBER

 We are using 3D printed NinjaFlex fin grippers to pick up the wobble goals. The 
largest benefit of this flexible material is it allows the fins to wrap around the wobble goal 
when the force from the servo pushes inward around the wobble goal. This increases the 
surface area in contact with the wobble goal, and therefore increases the friction. The grabber 
works very well currently. 

 This is our first full-scale iteration of the wobble grabber. We decided to add a piece of 
goTube to the arm to provide strength and to allow the robot to pick up the wobble goals from 
a further distance away from it. 

 The goTube is not quite long enough to effectively lift the wobble goal over the wall. 
Right now, we have to force the wobble goal’s curvature to push it up and over the wall. We 
need to find a solution to this by making the arm longer but also still within 18 inches. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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FLYWHEEL RING SHOOTER

 The ring shooter itself has stayed virtually the same this month. The part that has 
changed is the integration with the intake. We added a small barrier right behind the flywheel 
that has a gap underneath exactly one ring tall. This ensures that when the shooter arm fires, 
only the bottom ring is pushed forwards into the flywheels. We also added another piece of 
curved lexan over the shooter to help the rings fall straight into the holding area.

 Before, we were unable to shoot a ring with other rings on top of it. Friction between 
the rings made it incredibly unreliable. Now, we have added the barrier, which allows us to 
insert one ring into the shooting region at a time. 

 We hope to have Lance’s Cheezy Poofs shooter integrated into our workflow soon. 
That is the next big step. Until then, we will continue to play around with the speed of the 
flywheels to allow the robot to shoot from more locations on the field. We will work with 
Drew to program and test shooting all around the field. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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COMPONENT NAME

 Ur? Ucit aut exernatem ventius demped utem vit harionet alis essita aligendanti 
doloren imillen iminvel estionsecum volum dit etur, cust, conseri cum facereptas perum 
sequas doluptas est, optaquunt idis asped unt volupta pres atatatium quation eceptat faciis 
alition rem intusant inci optas et eum, quiaecte nonserio duciis dolumeni dolorro omnis et 
eum consequatur molupiet, alit occuptium, et escilig endam, sit fugiam, vendam dolorem 
ollabor alic tem et, invelic tatur, iur, odicimus sendaerecae ilis eici core nonsedi gnatios 

 Ur? Ucit aut exernatem ventius demped utem vit harionet alis essita aligendanti 
doloren imillen iminvel estionsecum volum dit etur, cust, conseri cum facereptas perum 
sequas doluptas est, optaquunt idis asped unt volupta pres atatatium quation eceptat faciis 
alition rem intusant inci optas et eum, quiaecte nonserio duciis dolumeni dolorro omnis et 
eum consequatur molupiet, alit occuptium, et escilig endam, sit fugiam, vendam dolorem 
ollabor alic tem et, invelic tatur, iur, odicimus sendaerecae ilis eici core nonsedi gnatios 

 Ur? Ucit aut exernatem ventius demped utem vit harionet alis essita aligendanti 
doloren imillen iminvel estionsecum volum dit etur, cust, conseri cum facereptas perum 
sequas doluptas est, optaquunt idis asped unt volupta pres atatatium quation eceptat faciis 
alition rem intusant inci optas et eum, quiaecte nonserio duciis dolumeni dolorro omnis et 
eum consequatur molupiet, alit occuptium, et escilig endam, sit fugiam, vendam dolorem 
ollabor alic tem et, invelic tatur, iur, odicimus sendaerecae ilis eici core nonsedi gnatios 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:

WORK IN PROGRESS “CHEEZY POOFS” RING SHOOTER

 Lance has been working hard to improve the reliability of the Cheezy Poofs Ring 
Shooter. He has mainly been struggling with how to mount the motors so that the entire 
mechanism is as compact as possible. 

 This month, we mounted the mechanism onto the jig that we built for the first ring 
shooter that we are currently using. We conducted speed tests. The launcher can shoot far and 
fast, but lacks the reliability in launch location that we need. 

 Next, we want to mount this shooter to our second drivetrain to test it on the field in a 
real environment. Once we solve the motor position issue, this will happen. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:

WORK IN PROGRESS
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SUMMARY OF NOVEMBER ROBOT
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DECEMBER ROBOT UPDATEDEC
2020

Robot 1 Robot 2

• Mecanum drivetrain
• goTube belt-driven intake
• Fin gripper wobble goal grabber
• Flywheel ring shooter
• Webcam/RealSense mount

• Mecanum drivetrain
• Cheezy Poofs ring shooter
• Water Wheel intake
• Webcam/RealSense mount
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goTube Belt-Driven Intake

 This month, we changed the diameter and material of the bottom stage of the intake. 
We currently have a d-shaft wrapped in surgical tubing acting as our bottom stage, which 
works better than the green compliant wheels we were using before, but it is still not perfect. 
We also added some more timing belt pulleys to the various stages so our transfer of torque 
from the motor can be more efficient in turning the goTube stages. 

 We have been battling the issue of picking the rings up off of the floor without having 
to bump against the wall to force the ring upwards. In the past, we used green compliant 
wheels and even tried cutting the outer layer off of goBilda’s new compliant wheels. Neither 
of these solutions has been perfect, so we are continuing to experiment. 

 Another area of weakness that we need to address is at the top of the intake. right now, 
the rings exit the intake almost perfectly vertically, and they need to drop horizontally into the 
holding area. Now, we have a ziptied piece of lexan on top of the intake to passively nudge 
the rings into the right orientation, but this is far from as reliable as we want. So, we will need 
to design some sort of curvature that will reliably (and preferably still passively) move the 
rings into the holding area. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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Flywheel Ring Shooter

 This month, we did not change much of the shooter hardware. We focused more on 
programming the robot to set the flywheel speed based on the robot’s position on the field. 
We previously found an equation for the necessary flywheel speed given the distance from the 
goal. Drew used this equation along with the Intel RealSense position algorithm in order to 
set the proper speed at any position. The shooter is now able to hit the high goal from many 
more positions on the field, and does not require as much human line-up to work. 

 As mentioned, the hardware has not changed much. We use two goBilda wheels--one 
passively spinning, and one powered by two geared goBilda motors for extra torque. The 
rings exit the intake and drop into a holding area, where a servo arm pushes the bottom ring 
into the two wheels to shoot it. 

 We need to improve the holding area for the rings. Currently, the rings fall onto a 
piece of delrin surrounded by square goBilda parts and a bunch of zip ties. Because of this, 
the rings are not encouraged to stack perfectly on top of one another. We need to create a ring-
shaped holding container for the rings to solve this issue. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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SUMMARY OF DECEMBER ROBOT 1
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 The new ring shooter is now mounted to the second mecanum drivetrain. We used 
goBilda X-rail to mount the mechanism at a 45-degree incline. We also remounted the motors 
underneath the delrin plate to conserve vertical space. Then, we used E6000 glue to mount a 
delrin rail to the outside edge. 

 This is the first iteration of the design that has been mounted on the drivetrain. Before, 
we were using a simple jig to test the shooter. We also used to have the motors mounted 
on top of the wheels, but this made the whole thing too tall, so we decided to move them 
underneath. 

 We need to master the force applied to the rings in order to get them to shoot far 
enough. Right now, the distance between the edge of the wheels and the delrin rail is slightly 
too small, so the ring has to squish a lot in order to pass through the mechanism. This means 
that too much of the energy applied to the ring is wasted through compression rather than 
linear acceleration, so we need to tweak this distance. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:

“CHEEZY POOFS” RING SHOOTER
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“WATER WHEEL” INTAKE

 The premise of this new intake design is to have two concentric cylinders, where the 
interior one spins and the other one remains stationary. The rings will ride between the two 
cylinders and will be flipped from the front of the robot up to the top of the robot and into the 
shooter. Genevieve is working on engineering how to make the inner cylinder spin. 

 This is a brand new concept that we have just started experimenting with. Genevieve 
began prototyping by using a Lowe’s bucket connected to a goBilda motor and a larger 
cylinder. She put the Lowe’s bucket inside of the larger cylinder and tried to push a ring 
upwards. This worked decently well and we learned that the key was to perfect the difference 
in radii of the cylinders and the friction between the ring and cylinder walls. 

 We plan to 3D print large curved brackets to replace the black pieces in the pictures 
above. From there, we will try to build a functional full-scale prototype and iterate from there. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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WEBCAM/REALSENSE MOUNT

 For robot 2, we needed a way to attach both the webcam and the RealSense to a 
robot where the two would have as similar of views as possible. To do this, we drilled a 
hole in a piece of low-side U-channel and fit a piece of 1/4” threaded rod into it. We then 
screwed the webcam to that using its pre-existing “1/4” tapped hole for tripod mounting. For 
the Realsense, we found a pattern plate that aligned with the holes of the RealSense (when 
mounted at an angle) and used 2 M3 screws to attach it to the low-side U-channel.

 On the first robot, we simply used zip-ties to attach the webcam and RealSense to the 
c-channel frame of the drivetrain. This worked fine until we began to request more accuracy 
from the RealSense. We then needed to two cameras to be close together so the output from 
the webcam and RealSense would match as much as possible. For this reason, we decided to 
build a specialized mount for our second robot. 

 We have not began to test the second drivetrain yet, so we do not know what 
modifications will be neccesary for this attachment. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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SUMMARY OF DECEMBER ROBOT 2
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JANUARY ROBOT UPDATEJAN
2021

Robot 1 Robot 2

• Mecanum drivetrain
• goTube belt-driven intake
• Fin gripper wobble goal grabber
• Stacking area
• Flywheel ring shooter
• Webcam/RealSense mount

• Mecanum drivetrain
• Cheezy Poofs ring shooter
• Semicircle conveyor
• Ring lifter
• Wobble goal lifter
• Webcam/RealSense mount
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goTUBE BELT-DRIVEN INTAKE

 This month, we added a new stage to the intake that folds down and sits just above 
the floor. It is driven via belts by the same motor as the rest of the intake, only in the opposite 
direction. It sits on top of the rings as they are pulled in, and puts pressure on the back of the 
rings to lift them up off the ground and into the intake. We CADed and 3D printed custom 
brackets that allow the goTube roller to get very close to the ground. At the last minute, we 
added surgical tubing around the goTube to give a little bit of extra range and grip.

 The main reason that we added this new intake stage was to eliminate the need to push 
up against the wall in order to get rings into the intake. Before this new installation, the intake 
was at too sharp of a vertical angle for rings to naturally curve upwards, and because of that, 
we had to apply pressure to the back of the ring to push it up. We used to use the wall to do 
this, but that ate up too much time during matches, and thus we decided to make the upgrade 
to a permanent outer intake stage. 

 During League Meet 6, the 3D printed brackets broke in the middle of a match, which 
meant that this whole stage fell apart. We will likely modify the brackets to make them thicker 
and stronger so that this does not happen again. We also think that our time of competing 
with this robot is approaching an end, and we plan to focus most of our time on getting Bot 2 
working in February. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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STACKING AREA

 At the top of the intake, we added zip ties and surgical tubing that help to push the 
rings downwards as they exit the intake. In addition, we cut and installed a piece of clear 
lexan that acts as a barrier between the stack of rings and the intake rollers, so that the rollers 
no longer bump into the stacked rings, which was disrupting the stack before. 

 Before installing this new piece of lexan, we only used Duct Tape and paper as a 
barrier between the spinning intake and the ring storage area. To keep the rings from going 
out the side, we created a wall of zip ties to hold them in place. We also used square beam to 
create a wall in the front to prevent multiple rings from being shot at once. 

 Since we are planning for this to be our last month of using this robot in competition, 
we do not have any plans to modify this area of the robot. However, we will take what we 
have learned from this robot to improve the ring stacking and storage area on our next robot. 
We want to 3D print a specially shaped holder for the rings, which should give the whole 
system a much higher consistency than the zip-tie and Duct Tape approach we relied on 
before. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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SUMMARY OF JANUARY ROBOT 1
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SEMICIRCLE CONVEYOR

 We designed and 3D printed custom semicircular brackets that allow for five goTube 
rollers to be connected between them. Each roller is connected to the one next to it using 
timing belt. We wrapped each roller in Cat Tongue for extra grip. The end of each shaft is held 
in place using E-clips. The outside is made from a sheet of lexan, with the protective coating 
still in tact on the inside to reduce friction. The whole thing can be driven by one motor 
connected to any of the rollers. 

 We originally started with the idea to create a “Water Wheel” intake with two full 
concentric circles. The inner circle would spin, and the rings would ride in the gap between 
the circles as they make their way to the top. We decided to change our course, since using a 
full circle would take up way too much space. 

 We just finished mounting the conveyor to the drivetrain, but have not completed the 
task of powering it via a motor. It needs to be connected to the same motor as the ring lifter 
which is mounted in front of it. We will create a gear and belt system that should allow both 
to run off of the same motor. That is the next step. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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RING LIFTER

 The concept of this mechanism is fairly straightforward, but the execution has proven 
to be challenging. The conveyor must sit slightly above the ground to avoid dragging. So, in 
order to get the rings into the conveyor, we need some sort of lifting mechanism to get the 
rings off of the ground. We decided to use a large goTube roller to apply pressure to the back 
of the ring along with a smaller roller that will go underneath the ring to lift it up even more 
as it is fed into the conveyor.

 This is our first full version of this component. We brainstormed other ways, such as 
using a roller suspended by gravity that uses its weight to push up on the back side of the ring. 
We ended up using this design on our first robot in the outer intake stage instead. 

 Right now, the whole mechanism is flimsy and not well mounted. We do not have 
quite enough mounting infrastructure on the underside of the robot to screw into, so we 
will work on finding ways to make this whole component more secure. Then, once thart is 
complete, connecting the lifter to the same motor which drives the conveyor is the next task.

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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WOBBLE GOAL LIFTER

 On this robot, we decided that we wanted to use a linear slide rather than an arm to 
lift the wobble goal over the wall. This month, Nolan worked on building a new linear slide 
using low-side U-channel. The main struggle has been getting it to extend high enough while 
also fitting within 18’’. We will use the same fin-gripper claw design that we used before, only 
mounted to this linear slide. It will be powered by a large servo with a goTube spool which 
winds up string to raise the linear slide.

 For our first robot, we decided to use an articulating arm to lift the wobble goal. This 
worked pretty well, but relied on our ability to grip the wobble goal low enough to have the 
vertical range to get it over the wall. With our second robot, we want to keep everything 
perpendicular and vertical so that the wobble goal won’t have such a large tendency to slip as 
it is lifted upwards. 

 The next challenge we need to solve is making sure that the wobble goal is held far 
enough out from the edge of the robot to go over the wall, but also making sure that the 
mechanism fits within 18’’. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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SUMMARY OF JANUARY ROBOT 2
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FEBRUARY ROBOT UPDATEFEB
2021

Robot 1 Robot 2

• Mecanum drivetrain
• goTube belt-driven intake
• Fin gripper wobble goal grabber
• Stacking area
• Flywheel ring shooter
• Webcam/RealSense mount
• Ultrasonic sensors

• Mecanum drivetrain
• Cheezy Poofs ring shooter
• Semicircle conveyor
• Ring intake
• Wobble goal lifter
• Webcam/RealSense mount
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ULTRASONIC SENSORS

 We CADed a holder to match the dimensions of the ultrasonic sensor. Then, we wired 
it up and mounted it to a servo hub that is controlled by a goBilda dual-mode servo. We 
will eventually have one sensor on each of the front corners of the robot. The point of these 
sensors are to measure the distance from the walls of the field, so that the robot can locate 
itself. 

 This is our very first version of the hardware for these sensors. We will be using these 
sensors as an extra localization method, on top of our existing methods: using the RealSense 
and scanning the Vuforia targets with the webcam.

 Currently, we only have one ultrasonic wired and mounted onto the robot. In March, 
we will work on soldering together another sensor, mounting it to the other front corner, and 
calibrating the sensors to keep in their orientation as the robot turns. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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WOBBLE GOAL GRABBER

 We have been struggling to lift the wobble goal high enough to get it over the wall 
with ease. Therefore, we added a longer piece of goTube to the arm, so that it can lift up 
higher. This put us outside of 18’’ vertically, so we trimmed off the ends of the fin grippers to 
become compliant. 

 Before this change, we had a shorter piece of goTube. This could not quite give us the 
height we needed, and we had simply relied on the curvature of the wobble goal to get it over 
the wall by forcing the bottom of the wobble into the wall, lifting it up and over. This was 
unreliable and caused a lot of strain on the servo, so we finally decided to upgrade to longer 
goTube.

 A longer arm causes a few issues that we need to address. First off, because the 
wobble goal is grabbed further out, the servo feels more strain while lifting, since there is 
more torque being exerted in the direction opposite the servo’s upwards motion. This has two 
side effects: it is breaking our servo’s inner gearing, and it is incredibly slow to lift up. We 
will likely switch to a servo that will give slightly more torque, just to eliminate the wear and 
tear and to speed up the lifting process. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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SUMMARY OF FEBRUARY ROBOT 1
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SURGICAL TUBING RING INTAKE

 We finally have an intake mounted on bot 2! We opted to use surgical tubing, since 
it is compliant and simple. We mounted five pieces of tubing to a 5mm hex shaft. The stage 
behind it  is goTube wrapped in Cat Tongue. The final stage is another hex shaft with a 
surgical tubing/dycem cover to lift the rings up and into the conveyor. 

 We previously tried other methods of getting the rings in, like a flip down mechanism, 
compliant wheels, belts, and more. Yaseen built a mock up drivetrain to test the surgical 
tubing approach, and it worked far better than anything else, so we decided to carry on with 
that method. 

 The whole intake-conveyor system is not quite able to be driven by a motor yet. We 
want to drive the whole thing off of one motor, so we still need to manage the pulleys and 
belts to make that happen. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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SUMMARY OF FEBRUARY ROBOT 2
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STATE ROBOT UPDATE

Current Components Work in Progress

• Mecanum Drivetrain
• Compliant Wheel Intake
• Vertical Spindexer
• Ring Thrower
• Wobble Goal Grabber
• Wheel Bumpers

• Ultrasonic Sensors
• Ring Blocking Arms

APR
2021
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COMPLIANT WHEEL INTAKE

 After struggling to find the right type of compliant wheel to use for the intake, we 
came up with an idea. Back when we were making face shields, we made silicone molds to 
mold the resin shields with. We decided to repurpose the extra silicone by molding it into the 
shape of the gear in our logo, and this turned out to be the perfect shape and compliancy to 
make the rings move smoothly into the robot. 

 We tried many different types of front intake stages. We tried green compliant wheels, 
grey compliant wheels, goBilda gecko wheels, ninja-flex 3D printed compliant wheels, and 
even a helical shaped intake made out of orange rubber tubing. Each of these had strengths 
and weaknesses, and it was not until we tried making our own silicone compliant wheels that 
we found the optimal design.

 The middle and back stages of the intake did not receive as much attention as the front 
section. If we were to continue competing after State, we would make a custom funnel system 
out of 3D printed parts or thin lexan to smoothly guide the rings to the center of the vertical 
spindexer. What we have works incredibly well, but this is the one area in which we could 
feasibly improve our design. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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VERTICAL SPINDEXER

 In preparation for State, our focus on improving the way our conveyor, or “vertical 
spindexer” operates was in improving the software. We mounted two new color sensors 
pointing directly above the threshold of the mechanism. When a ring passes through the front 
of the conveyor (indicated by an orange reading on the color sensor), the conveyor is ran for 
a brief second to move the ring one “ring diameter” distance so that three rings can be stored 
inside.  

 We previously tried mounting the color sensors to the side of the spindexer, so that 
they would read the side of the ring as it passed through. We found that there were a lot of 
objects that confounded the sensors’ readings, and therefore, we decided to move the sensors 
to above the path of the ring, so that our code will only have to decipher between seeing 
white (the bottom lexan plate of the conveyor) or orange (a ring as it passes through the 
mechanism).

 When we designed the CAD of the large side panels of the spindexer, we did not take 
into account the angle of the thrower. We made it one big semicircle, but it would be better if 
it was about 30 degrees smaller, so that the bottom of it is parallel to the ground and the top is 
parallel to the thrower, which is mounted at a 30 degree angle. Now, the rings have to flex a 
little bit more than we would like when traveling through due to this angular misalignment. If 
we had more time, we would rebuild the whole spindexer with a smaller angle. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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30 Degrees
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RING THROWER

 We focused on increasing the consistency of the ring’s final position after exiting the 
thrower. To accomplish this, we trimmed back the delrin rail so that it ended along to the 
normal line to the center of the front flywheel. We did this, because on our first robot, the 
stationary wheel ended at this same location, and we were much more consistent using that 
setup.

 We also tried adding and removing foam to the inside of the delrin rail to adjust the 
amount of spin applied to the rings. In addition to hardware modifications, we tuned the PID 
system, which is responsible for monitoring and adjusting the speed of the flywheels, so that 
each ring is thrown at the same velocity. 

 The two flywheels are not perfectly planar with each other. This means that 
sometimes, the ring is forced upwards by the wheels, and sometimes, it is forced downwards 
slightly. This leads to vertical inconsistency, which is more detrimental than the horizontal 
inconsistency we have also encountered. We would love to build another version of the 
thrower using more precision-made, laser cut or 3D printed material. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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WOBBLE GOAL GRABBER

 We tried a lot of different things to get the arm to raise quicker, but ultimately settled 
on an easy solution. We tied a piece of surgical tubing to the arm and secured the other end 
to a structural beam on the robot, so that the arm will experience a passive tension force, 
allowing it to raise much quicker than before. Our only fear is that this will strain the servo, 
causing it to become damaged. 

 Initially when building our second robot, we wanted to use a vertical linear slide to 
lift the wobble goal up. We ultimately decided to switch back to the elbow design, since our 
linear slide could not extend the wobble goal far enough away from the robot to get it over the 
wall. 

 We have had to reconstruct the servo block which allows the elbow to lift multiple 
times. In the future, we might redesign how the servo drives the elbow so that it is simple to 
repair, and also more resistant to high amounts of external force applied. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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WHEEL BUMPERS

 On our first robot, the robot was prone to getting its wheels stuck on the rings if it 
drove over them. To prevent this, we designed bumpers around the curvature of each wheel 
so that it is imposible for rings to get sucked underneath the wheels when moving at normal 
speeds. These also double as a way to add more blue to our robot, making it more visually 
appealing and on-brand. 

 We went through many iterations of CAD --> Print ---> Mount ---> Revise --> Repeat 
before arriving at these final bumper designs. Many times, the fit was close to perfect, but 
just needed small dimensional tweaks or cutouts to avoid jamming moving components. 
Also, each wheel is different and has different constraints, such as surrounding mechanisms 
and available mounting points, so we went through this revision process for each wheel 
individually. 

 We would love to also prevent rings from entering into the intake from the side, 
because we cannot currently intake from there, and the rings can easily jam the system. We 
have plans to design a bumper system that is one integrated structure that is mounted all the 
way around the robot. 

Current Design:

Previous Iterations:

Future Modifications:
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SUMMARY OF STATE ROBOT
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“Make it simple, but significant.”

- Don Draper

COMPUTER-AIDED
DESIGN
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DUAL-MOTOR GEARBOX
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FIN GRIPPERS

Version 1

Version 3

Version 5

Version 2

Version 4
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FIN GRIPPERS
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CONVEYOR U-FRAME

Version 1

Version 3

Version 2

Version 4
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PART NAME
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CONVEYOR ROLLER STAGE
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CONVEYOR ASSEMBLY
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OUTER INTAKE STAGE SLEEVE
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ULTRASONIC SENSOR MOUNT
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“How many programmers does it take to change a light bulb? 
None, that’s a hardware problem.”

- Anonymous

PROGRAMMING
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Current Program

• Scan rings
• Drive to launch line
• Shoot 3 power shots
• Deliver wobble goal 1 to proper zone
• Grab second wobble goal
• Deliver wobble goal 2 to proper zone
• Park on launch line

AUTONOMOUS CODE

As of
January 15th, 

2021
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Autonomous Code

public class RedLeftAutonTest extends LinearOpMode {
    
    DriveTrain6547Realsense bot;
    openCvPipeLines.RingCount ringCount = openCvPipeLines.RingCount.NONE;

    public static int enumRing = 0;

    public static boolean isBlue = false;

    private final Pose2d startPos = new Pose2d(-56,-25);

    enum BotStartColor{
        RED, BLUE
    }
    enum BotStartDirection {
        LEFT, RIGHT
    }

Initializes variables. enumRing is an enumerated variable with possible values {“ZERO”, “ONE”, “FOUR”}. isBlue 
is a boolean which tells the robot which alliance it is on. startPosition gives the coordinates of the robot’s starting 
location on the field. 
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 waitForStart();
 bot.stopOpenCV();

 //bot.lowerWobvatorByNotAllTheWay();
 bot.openIndexer();

 Vector2d launchPos = new Vector2d(0,-14);
 setThrowerToTarget(launchPos, Math.toRadians(0));

 //drive to middle, and face first power shot goal, prepare to launch.
 bot.followTrajectorySync(bot.trajectoryBuilder().lineTo(launchPos).build());
 bot.lowerWobvatorByNotAllTheWay();
 setThrowerToTarget(bot.getPoseEstimate());
 sleep(500);

 telemetry.log().add(“Drive to PowerShot”);

Once autonomous begins, the wobble goal grabber is lowered slightly. Then, the robot drives to its target position 
to shoot power shots along a 2D vector/spline calculated using the current position and the target position as 
coordinates. The launcher is revved up to the target power shot speed. 

Autonomous Code
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   //turn toward 3 power shots
        RobotLog.v(“Launching Power Shot 1”);
        bot.turnRelativeSync(bot.turnTowardsAngle(new Vector2d(FieldConstants.RED_POWER_
SHOT_3X, FieldConstants.RED_POWER_SHOT_3Y), bot.getPoseEstimate()));
        bot.turnRelativeSync(bot.turnTowardsAngle(new Vector2d(FieldConstants.RED_POWER_
SHOT_3X, FieldConstants.RED_POWER_SHOT_3Y), bot.getPoseEstimate()));

        //throw ring
        setThrowerToTarget(bot.getPoseEstimate());

        //wait for launch speed to be ready
        while (!bot.isReadyToThrow()) {bot.updateLightsBasedOnThrower();}
        bot.launchRing();
        RobotLog.v(“Thrower motor 0 VELO (when launched): “ + (bot.
getThrowerVelocity(AngleUnit.DEGREES)[0] / 360) + “REV/s”);
        sleep(750);
        bot.openIndexer();

Robot turns to the proper angle to be aligned with the rightmost red power shot. The laucher continues to work its 
way to the proper speed. The green robot lights indicate when the laucher is ready to shoot. The indexer (the servo 
arm that pushes the ring into the flywheels) is then activated to shoot the first ring. 

Autonomous Code
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   //prepare to throw next ring
        RobotLog.v(“Launching Power Shot 2”);
        bot.turnRelativeSync(bot.turnTowardsAngle(new Vector2d(FieldConstants.RED_POWER_
SHOT_2X, FieldConstants.RED_POWER_SHOT_2Y), bot.getPoseEstimate()));
        bot.turnRelativeSync(bot.turnTowardsAngle(new Vector2d(FieldConstants.RED_POWER_
SHOT_2X, FieldConstants.RED_POWER_SHOT_2Y), bot.getPoseEstimate()));

        //throw ring
        setThrowerToTarget(bot.getPoseEstimate());

        //wait for launch speed to be ready
        while (!bot.isReadyToThrow()) {bot.updateLightsBasedOnThrower();}
        bot.launchRing();
        RobotLog.v(“Thrower motor 0 VELO (when launched): “ + (bot.
getThrowerVelocity(AngleUnit.DEGREES)[0] / 360) + “REV/s”);
        sleep(750);
        bot.openIndexer();

Robot turns to the proper angle to be aligned with the middle red power shot. The laucher works its way back to the 
proper speed. The green robot lights indicate when the laucher is ready to shoot. The indexer (the servo arm that 
pushes the ring into the flywheels) is then activated to shoot the second ring. 

Autonomous Code
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    //prepare to throw next ring
        RobotLog.v(“Launching Power Shot 3”);
        bot.turnRelativeSync(bot.turnTowardsAngle(new Vector2d(FieldConstants.RED_POWER_
SHOT_1X, FieldConstants.RED_POWER_SHOT_1Y), bot.getPoseEstimate()));
        bot.turnRelativeSync(bot.turnTowardsAngle(new Vector2d(FieldConstants.RED_POWER_
SHOT_1X, FieldConstants.RED_POWER_SHOT_1Y), bot.getPoseEstimate()));

        //throw ring
        setThrowerToTarget(bot.getPoseEstimate());

        //wait for launch speed to be ready
        while (!bot.isReadyToThrow()) {bot.updateLightsBasedOnThrower();}
        bot.launchRing();
        RobotLog.v(“Thrower motor 0 VELO (when launched): “ + (bot.
getThrowerVelocity(AngleUnit.DEGREES)[0] / 360) + “REV/s”);
        sleep(500);
        bot.openIndexer();
        //stop thrower
        bot.setThrowerVelocity(0);

Robot turns to the proper angle to be aligned with the leftmost red power shot. The laucher works its way back to 
the proper speed. The green robot lights indicate when the laucher is ready to shoot. The indexer (the servo arm that 
pushes the ring into the flywheels) is then activated to shoot the third ring. The laucher is then turned off.

Autonomous Code
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    bot.lowerWobvatorByNotAllTheWay();

        if (ringCount == openCvPipeLines.RingCount.NONE) bot.followTrajectorySync(bot.
trajectoryBuilder().lineToLinearHeading(new Pose2d(23, -47, Math.toRadians(0))).build());
        else if (ringCount == openCvPipeLines.RingCount.ONE) bot.followTrajectorySync(bot.
trajectoryBuilder().splineTo(new Vector2d(47,-22), Math.toRadians(0)).build());
        else if (ringCount == openCvPipeLines.RingCount.FOUR) bot.followTrajectorySync(bot.
trajectoryBuilder(false, DriveSpeeds.reallyFast).splineTo(new Vector2d(63,-50), Math.
toRadians(0))
        .addDisplacementMarker(() -> {
                bot.releaseWobbleGoal();
                bot.mode = DriveTrain6547Realsense.Mode.IDLE;
                bot.stopRobot();
         }).splineTo(new Vector2d(79, -49), Math.toRadians(0))
         .build());

        telemetry.log().add(“Drove to target goal”);
        bot.releaseWobbleGoal();

Robot drives to the proper drop zone for the wobble goal based on how many rings were scanned. For each location, 
a 2D vector is created between the current and target positions, and, using a spline between these locations, the robot 
drives there. If there are 4 rings scanned, the robot drives faster to the drop zone, since it is farther away. The wobble 
goal is then released into the drop zone. 

Autonomous Code
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    //grab other wobble goal
        sleep(100);
        bot.raiseWobvator();

        //go to wobble goal
        bot.lowerWobvatorByNotAllTheWay();
        if (ringCount == openCvPipeLines.RingCount.NONE)  {bot.followTrajectorySync(bot.
trajectoryBuilder(true, DriveSpeeds.reallyFast).splineTo(new Vector2d(-40, -30), Math.
toRadians(180)).build());

        }else{
            bot.outtake(); //actually intakes
            bot.followTrajectorySync(bot.trajectoryBuilder(true, DriveSpeeds.reallyFast)
            .splineTo(new Vector2d(-40,-30), Math.toRadians(180)).build());
            bot.stopRobot();
            bot.stopIntake();}

        bot.lowerWobvator();
        bot.followTrajectorySync(bot.trajectoryBuilder(false).lineToConstantHeading(new 
Vector2d(-39,-34)).build());

Wobble goal grabber is raised. Robot drives using 2D vectors and splines back to the start line. On the way back, if 
either 1 or 4 rings were scanned, the intake turns on in hopes that a ring will be grabbed by the robot as it passes over 
the stack. Finally, the robot lines up with the second wobble goal, lowers the grabber again and (not shown) grabs it.

Autonomous Code
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        //then drive  back to original square
        if (ringCount == openCvPipeLines.RingCount.NONE) {
         bot.followTrajectorySync(bot.trajectoryBuilder().splineTo(new Vector2d(21, -41), 
Math.toRadians(0)).build());
        }
        else if (ringCount == openCvPipeLines.RingCount.ONE) {
            bot.followTrajectorySync(bot.trajectoryBuilder()
              .lineToLinearHeading(new Pose2d(-30,-14, Math.toRadians(0))).build());
            bot.followTrajectorySync(bot.trajectoryBuilder(false, DriveSpeeds.reallyFast)
                   .splineTo(new Vector2d(42, -19), Math.toRadians(0)).build());
        } 
   else if (ringCount == openCvPipeLines.RingCount.FOUR) {
            bot.followTrajectorySync(bot.trajectoryBuilder(false, DriveSpeeds.reallyFast)
                    .splineTo(new Vector2d(65, -44), Math.toRadians(0))
                    .addDisplacementMarker(() -> {
                        bot.releaseWobbleGoal();
                        bot.mode = DriveTrain6547Realsense.Mode.IDLE;
                        bot.stopRobot();
                    }).splineTo(new Vector2d(83, -45), Math.toRadians(0)).build());

After grabbing the second wobble goal, the robot drives back to the proper drop zone. Just like last time, a new spline 
is calculated between the current and target position based on how many rings were scanned. 

Autonomous Code
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    //drop wobble goal
        bot.releaseWobbleGoal();
        //sleep(250);
        bot.raiseWobvator();

        if (ringCount == openCvPipeLines.RingCount.ONE) {bot.followTrajectorySync(bot.
trajectoryBuilder().lineToLinearHeading(new Pose2d(13,-12 ,Math.toRadians(0))).build());}
        else if (ringCount == openCvPipeLines.RingCount.NONE) bot.followTrajectorySync(bot.
trajectoryBuilder().lineToLinearHeading(new Pose2d(13,-36, Math.toRadians(0))).build());
        else bot.followTrajectorySync(bot.trajectoryBuilder().lineToLinearHeading(new 
Pose2d(15,-36, Math.toRadians(0))).build());

        bot.turnRelativeSync(Math.toRadians(-90));
        bot.turnRelativeSync(Math.toRadians(-90));
        sleep(250);

        bot.savePos(bot.getPoseEstimate());
        telemetry.log().add(“AUTON IS DONE”);
        RobotLog.v(“RED AUTON IS DONE”);
        bot.setPacketAction(((packet, fieldOverlay) -> packet.addLine(“RED AUTON IS DONE”)));
        bot.update();

Finally, the robot releases the second wobble goal into the drop zone and raises the arm back up. The robot then 
drives to the launch line to park. It makes one final 90-degree rotation so that it is properly angled for field-relative 
calibration when tele-op begins. 

Autonomous Code
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Current Functions

• Toggle Field-Relative Driving
• Calibrate Field-Relative Driving
• Speed Modification
• Joystick Driving
• Intake Direction Toggle
• Indexer Activation Button
• Toggle Thrower on and Off
• Auto-Shoot 3 Rings into High Goal
• Auto-Shoot 3 Power Shots

TELE-OP CODE

As of January 15th, 2021
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Tele-Op Driver Controls

Game Pad 1

Game Pad 2

Drive Direction/Speed
(Joystick)

Toggle Thrower 
(Left Bumper)

Turn to Calibration Angle
(Pressed)

Rotate
(Joystick)

Set Speed to 130%

Shoot Ring

Set Speed to 80%

Toggle Wobble Goal Grabber

Toggle Field Relative Driving

Toggle Wobble Goal Arm

Set Speed to 60%

Calibrate Gyro 
(Both Bumpers Pressed)

Outtake
(Right Trigger)

Auto Shoot
3 Rings

Auto Shoot
3 Power Shots

Stop Intake

Intake
(Left Trigger)

Drive to Shooting Spot
(Pressed)
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Tele-Op Code

 if (bot.x1.onPress()) speedModifier = .60;
 if (bot.b1.onPress() && !bot.start1.isPressed()) speedModifier = .8;
 if (bot.a1.onPress() && !bot.start1.isPressed()) speedModifier = 1.3; 
  //trig math caps speed at .7, 1.3 balances it out

 if (fieldRelative.output()) //if field relative is enabled
  {
   double speed = Math.hypot(gamepad1.left_stick_x, gamepad1.left_stick_y); 
    //get speed
   double LeftStickAngle = Math.atan2(-gamepad1.left_stick_y, gamepad1.left_
stick_x) - Math.PI / 4; //get angle
   double rightX = gamepad1.right_stick_x * 2; //rotation
                  rightX *= .5; //half rotation value for better turning
                     //offset the angle by the angle of the robot to make it field relative
                  leftFrontPower = speed * Math.cos(LeftStickAngle - robotAngle) + rightX;
                  rightFrontPower = speed * Math.sin(LeftStickAngle - robotAngle) - rightX;
                  leftBackPower = speed * Math.sin(LeftStickAngle - robotAngle) + rightX;
                  rightBackPower = speed * Math.cos(LeftStickAngle - robotAngle) - rightX;

                  telemetry.addData(“LS angle”, Math.toDegrees(LeftStickAngle));
                  telemetry.addData(“driving toward”, LeftStickAngle - robotAngle);
                  telemetry.addData(“ROBOT ANGLE”, Math.toDegrees(robotAngle));
                  telemetry.addData(“RAW ANGLE”, Math.toDegrees(bot.getRawExternalHeading()));
  }

 else {
  leftFrontPower = -gamepad1.left_stick_y + gamepad1.left_stick_x + gamepad1.right_
stick_x;
  rightFrontPower = -gamepad1.left_stick_y - gamepad1.left_stick_x - gamepad1.right_
stick_x;
  leftBackPower = -gamepad1.left_stick_y - gamepad1.left_stick_x + gamepad1.right_
stick_x;
  rightBackPower = -gamepad1.left_stick_y + gamepad1.left_stick_x - gamepad1.right_
stick_x;    }

 if (bot.y1.onPress()) fieldRelative.toggle(); //toggle field relative

If gamepad 1-x is pressed, the drive speed is set to 0.60.
If gamepad 1-b is pressed, the drive speed is set to 0.90.
If gamepad 1-a is pressed, the drive speed is set to 1.30.

If gamepad 1-y is pressed, field relative driving is toggled on or off, opposite to its current state. 

If field relative is enabled, each drivetrain motor is assigned a power value based on the angle of the robot relative to 
the field and the direction that gamepad 1-left joystick is moved. 

If field relative is disabled, each motor is assigned a power value to move in the direction that gamepad 1-left joystick 
is moved relative to the front of the robot.
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Tele-Op Code

 if (gamepad1.left_stick_button) {
  bot.turnRelativeSync(Math.toRadians(0)); 
 }

 if (gamepad1.right_stick_button && bot.mode == DriveTrain6547Realsense.Mode.IDLE) {
  bot.followTrajectory(bot.trajectoryBuilder(false, DriveSpeeds.fast).   
lineToLinearHeading(new Pose2d(0,-39, Math.toRadians(0))).build());
 }

 if (bot.dpadUp1.onPress()) {
  doPowerShots(pos);
  bot.lights.setPattern(RevBlinkinLedDriver.BlinkinPattern.BLACK);
 }

 if (bot.dpadDown1.onPress()) {
  doRegularShots(pos);
  bot.lights.setPattern(RevBlinkinLedDriver.BlinkinPattern.BLACK);
 }

  if (gamepad2.a) {
  bot.launchRing();
  RobotLog.v(“Thrower motor 0 VELO when launched: “ + (bot.
getThrowerVelocity(AngleUnit.DEGREES)[0] / 360) + “REV/s”);
 } 
 else bot.openIndexer();

 if (bot.b2.onPress()) grab.toggle();
 if (bot.y2.onPress()) lowerWobvator.toggle();
            
 if (grab.output()) {  bot.grabWobbleGoal(); } 
 else bot.releaseWobbleGoal();

 if (lowerWobvator.output()) {  bot.lowerWobvator();  } 
 else bot.raiseWobvator();

If gamepad 1-left stick is pressed, the robot turns to zero degrees, with the front of the robot facing the drivers.

If gamepad 1-right stick is pressed, the robot drives to the ideal high-goal shooting location.

If gamepad 1-dpad up is pressed, the robot will auto-fire three rings at the power shots at the proper velocity.

If gamepad 1-dpad down is pressed, the robot will auto-fire three rings at the high goal at the proper velocity.

If gamepad 2-a is pressed, the indexer arm is activated and a single ring is shot at the high goal at the proper velocity.

If gamepad 2-b is pressed, the wobble goal grabber is toggled open or closed, opposite of the current state.
If gamepad 2-y is pressed, the wobble goal arm is toggled up or down, opposite of the current state.
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Tele-Op Code

 if (bot.leftTrigger2.onPress() && !isIntaking) {
  bot.intake();
  isIntaking = true;
  isOuttaking = false;
 } else if (bot.leftTrigger2.onPress() && isIntaking) {
  bot.stopIntake();
  isIntaking = false;
  isOuttaking = false;
 }

 if (bot.rightTrigger2.onPress() && !isOuttaking) {
  bot.outtake();
  isOuttaking = true;
  isIntaking = false;
 } else if (bot.rightTrigger2.onPress() && isOuttaking) {
  bot.stopIntake();
  isIntaking = false;
  isOuttaking = false;
 }

 if (bot.dpadUp2.onPress()) {
  bot.stopIntake();
 }

 if (bot.leftBumper2.onPress()) {
  TurnOnThrower.toggle();
 }

If gamepad 2-left trigger is pressed and the intake is not running, the bot begins intaking.
If gamepad 2-left trigger is pressed and the intake is already running, the intake is turned off.
If gamepad 2-right trigger is pressed and the intake is not running, the bot begins outtaking.
If gamepad 2-right trigger is pressed and the intake is already running, the intake is turned off.

If gamepad 2-dpad up is pressed, the intake is turned off regardless of if it was running or not. 

if gamepad 2-left bumper is pressed, then the thrower is turned on or off, opposite of its current state.
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Current Features

• Field-relative driving
• Localization via Intel RealSense, webcam, Vuforia targets, and ultrasonic sensors -- redundancy
• Automatic shooting into the high goal from anywhere behind the launch line
• Automatic shooting of the 3 power shots from anywhere behind the launch line

Lower Speed

Less Accurate

Ideal Speed

Most Accurate

High Speed

Less Accurate

Very High Speed

Very Inaccurate

Out of Range

Ideal Launch

RegionMost Accurate

Launch Distance
Key:

Automating High Goal Shots
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AUTOMATION IN TELE-OP -- THE MATH
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FIELD-RELATIVE DRIVING

Without Field-Relative With Field-Relative

 The premise of field-relative driving is to eliminate the need for drivers to determine which way the robot is 
facing. When the gamepad stick is pressed forwards, the robot will always go forwards relative to the field, not relative 
to the robot. This technique is not unique to our team -- it is a common way to eliminate wasted time and confusion 
for the drivers. We have implemented a toggle feature that allows us to switch in between the two driving modes -- 
robot relative and field relative -- when neccesary. Field relative driving is not possible to implement unless there is 
a system in place that allows the robot to tell which wall it is facing and at what angle. This is called localization. We 
actually have four different localization systems implemented on the robot for redundancy. 
We mainly use the Intel Realsense camera to calculate the robot’s position, but also have 
a webcam that scans the vuforia targets, dual ultrasonic servos that scan the distance from 
perpendicular walls, and a gyro sensor to keep track of the robot’s rotational orientation. 
Once the robot knows exactly where it is on the field, implementing field-relative driving is 
rather simple. All that you have to do is determine the angle of offset between the direction 
we will travel in field-relative and the direction we would travel in robot-relative driving. 
This is essentially the angle between the vertical and the direction the robot is facing. 
We tell the robot to move relative to itself in the direction that is x degrees offset from its 
current heading. 
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LOCALIZATION USING ULTRASONIC SENSORS

Ultrasonic SensorsUltrasonic Sensors

Servos
Servos

 After using the IntelRealsense for localization 
and scanning Vuforia targets using the webcam, we felt 
satisfied with our ability to accurately determine the robot’s 
location on the field. However, we had a fairly crazy idea 
to add another layer of localization redundancy. The Intel 
Realsense uses a coordinate system on the field in order 
to communicate the position. The center of a traditional 
Ultimate Goal field is the origin (in the diagram to the left, 
the origin is shown. This is a remote field setup, so the 
origin is not centralized). We considered ways to quickly 
get the x and y coordinates of the robot’s position, and 
ultimately came up with using ultrasonic sensors. We 
mounted two of them to goBilda dual-mode servos on 

the front corners of the robot. We have implemented code that will ensure that no matter which direction the robot is 
facing, the servos will orient the ultrasonic sensors so that they capture the distance from perpendicular walls. Then, we  
use trigonometry to correct those x and y coordinates so that they tell us exactly where the RealSense is. All we need 
to know is the robot’s angle (which we already have a means of knowing) and the distance between the sensors and 
the RealSense, which is measured. We can use trig to add or subtract from the coordinates given by the sensors so the 
RealSense is the focal point. We also have identified a few weaknesses to this method, mainly that it can only work in 
remote competition, where we are the only robot on the field. The robot needs clear line of sight to the walls in order to 
accurately determine its position using this method. We still rely mostly on the Intel RealSense for general positioning 
and scanning Vuforia targets for automating ring shooting. This is a secondary option that we are still developing and 
hope to implement more on our second robot. 
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RELATING LAUNCH ANGLE, DISTANCE, AND VELOCITY

 Back in October, we started thinking about how to make the lives of the drivers easier. We decided that we 
should try to set the speed of the flywheel based on the position of the robot. That way, the drivers would not have to 
try to line up at a certain spot. Eventually, we want to be able to shoot from anywhere in the launch zone. For a start, 
we want to expand the region in which the robot can reliably shoot. To do this, we first needed to find an equation that 
could give us the neccesary velocity for the flywheel given the distance from the base of the goal and the launch angle. 
At the time, we were still considering having a variable launch angle, but have since decided to keep that constant. 
 We opted to work theoretically at first, knowing that if we could find a general equation, we could compare it 
against real data to see how reliable our thrower is. Genevieve, Drew, and Braden worked for a few weeks to find an 
equation to relate initial velocity, launch angle, distance, and change in height. They tried many techniques involving 
kinematic equations, calculus, and more. After filling many pages and whiteboards full of math, they arrived at the 
equation below:
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RELATING LAUNCH ANGLE, DISTANCE, AND VELOCITY

 More math:
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RELATING LAUNCH ANGLE, DISTANCE, AND VELOCITY

 Once we found this equation, Drew plugged it into his code and generated a few graphs showing the path of the 
ring in a couple different positions. Here are the graphs and starting conditions:

Situation 1:
• Shooting from directly behind the launch line
• Hitting the high goal at the apex of the parabola

Situation 2:
• Shooting from directly behind the launch line
• Hitting the high goal on the descent of the parabola
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TESTING THE EQUATION USING VERNIER VIDEO PHYSICS

 Now that we have an equation that will supposedly allow us to set the flywheel velocity accurately, we needed 
to test the validity and accuracy of it. Harrision had used an app called Vernier Video Physics in his physics class, so we 
decided to give it a try. It basically allows you to take a video of an object moving (in our case, a ring being launched), 
and then place reference points throughout the video. From there, the app will generate fairly accurate graphs of 
position, position vs time, and velocity vs time. We can take this real-world data and compare it directly to our equation 
to test how well the two correlate. Below are the results from our Vernier Video Physics trial:

X Value vs. Time Graph Y Value vs. Time Graph
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DREW’S CONSTANT

X Velocity vs. Time Graph Y Velocity vs. Time Graph

 We started to see quite a major inconsistency between the expected initial velocity of the ring and what we were 
actually getting in real life. This is when we realized the flaw in our calculations. We had calculated the initial velocity 
of the flywheel and measured the initial velocity of the ring that is shot through the flywheel. We assumed wrongly that 
these two values would be close to equal. There is clearly a large amount of energy lost to friction or compression of 
the ring as it passes through, and therefore, the flywheel velocity is many times larger than the resulting ring ejection 
velocity. To solve this, we needed to figure out the common ratio between ring velocity and flywheel velocity to adjust 
our math. Once we found this value, we would use our equation to find the required ring velocity and then multiply that 
velocity by our common ratio to find the required flywheel velocity.
 And so, Drew set off on a journey to discover this common ratio. To do this, he ran many trials from different 
locations and found the theoretical ring velocity and divided that by the actual ring velocity. Repeating this many times, 
Drew discovered what we now refer to as “Drew’s Constant.”

Drew’s Constant:

1300/487 = 2.669

“The ratio between the tangential linear 
velocity of the flywheel and the initial 
linear velocity of the ring, AKA the factor of 
energy loss between the flywheel and ring.”
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GATHERING DATA -- AUTOMATING HIGH GOAL SHOTS

 For the next few months, we used the equation and Drew’s constant to derive how fast we would need to run 
the thrower motors to hit the high goal from any position. This proved to not be accurate enough, since it was all based 
theoretically and only was accurate in a certain small region. So, we decided that we needed to do some thorough data 
collection to increase our accuracy when shooting into the high goal. 
 Our goal is to map a gradient of velocities across the entire landing zone, so that no matter where we are, we 
know exactly where to shoot from. We came up with a procedure to gather data, and then performed the data collection. 

Procedure:
1. Set and record the distance from the high goal (given in the code software using the Intel RealSense, NOT 

measured).
2. Pick and set an initial velocity.
3. Shoot three rings, and record each as either Yes, No, or Barely scored.
4. Raise the velocity if any of the three rings miss low or barely score low.
5. Lower the velocity if any of the three rings miss high or barely score high.
6. Repeat this feedback loop until all three rings are made into the high goal without striking any part of the goal upon 

entry (a “swish” into the goal, essentially). 
7. Record that velocity and distance into a separate table as data points.
8. Move the robot backwards and repeat steps 1-7 for many discrete distances until the robot is touching the back wall. 
9. Use these data points to regress a function for velocity in terms of distance.

See Page G-84 for the complete data table.
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VISUALIZING DATA -- AUTOMATING HIGH GOAL SHOTS

60 in 80 in 100 in 120 in
40 rev/s

50 rev/s

60 rev/s
Actual Rev/Sec

Distance From Base of Tower Goal vs 
Flywheel Velocity

Distance (in)

V
el
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y 
(r

ev
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)

Distance to Goal (in) Initial Velocity (rev/s) Theoretical Velocity (rev/s) Actual / Theoretical (rev/s)

62.24 48 23.85 2.012578616
67 48 23.22 2.067183463
72 47 N/A N/A
76.8 47.25 22.79 2.073277753
81.7 47.75 22.77 2.097057532
86.8 48 22.8 2.105263158
92.2 49.15 22.96 2.140679443
96.6 49.75 23.12 2.151816609
101.8 51.5 23.3 2.210300429
106.8 53 23.53 2.252443689
111.9 53.75 23.7 2.267932489
116.8 54.15 23.94 2.261904762

ULTIMATE GOAL field is superimposed only in reference to the x-component Distance (robot position), and the 
field graphic does not represent the y-component Velocity.
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VISUALIZING DATA -- AUTOMATING HIGH GOAL SHOTS

Taking the graph on the previous page, and projecting it across the entire field, rather than along a one-dimensional 
line, we can form a gradient across the entire launch zone. The magnitude of the required flywheel velocity can be 
represented using color, as described in the key:

Most Accurate 
Launch Distance

Ideal Launch 
Region

Lower Speed
Less Accurate

Ideal Distance
Most Accurate

High Speed
Less Accurate

Very High Speed
Very Inaccurate

Out of Range

*Line marks center of the robot
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VISUALIZING DATA -- AUTOMATING HIGH GOAL SHOTS

 Now, in order to see everything at one time, we have created a 3-dimensional depiction of all of the data 
we have collected to automate the high goal shots. Along the right side is the graph of velocity vs distance placed 
in line with where those distances fall on the field. The color gradient shows where on the field we can shoot from 
with the most accuracy, and where we begin to lose accuracy due to very high or very low launch speeds. The 
light blue line on the ground represents the arc along which we are the most accurate. The yellow line on the field 
represents the arc along which we shoot the most frequently, because it is the closest to the vuforia target, which we 
need to scan to get our position and falls along the arc of highest accuracy. 

Lower Speed
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Ideal Speed
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Key:
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GATHERING DATA -- AUTOMATING POWER SHOTS

 In February, we decided that it was time to also try to automate the shooting of power shots during end game. 
To do this, we followed a very similar procedure to take data from different distances to form a velocity gradient. 

Procedure:
1. Set and record the distance from the center power shot (given in the code software using the Intel RealSense, NOT 

measured).
2. Pick and set an initial velocity.
3. Shoot three rings, and record each as either Yes, No, or Barely hit.
4. Raise the velocity if any of the three rings miss low or barely score low.
5. Lower the velocity if any of the three rings miss high or barely score high.
6. Repeat this feedback loop until all three rings hit the center power shot squarely.
7. Record that velocity and distance into a separate table as data points.
8. Move the robot backwards and repeat steps 1-7 for many discrete distances until the robot is touching the back wall. 
9. Use these data points to regress a function for velocity in terms of distance.

See Page G-126 for the complete data table.
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VISUALIZING DATA -- AUTOMATING POWER SHOTS

60 in 80 in 100 in 120 in
40 rev/s

50 rev/s

60 rev/s
Actual Rev/Sec

Distance From Base of Center Power Shot
 vs Flywheel Velocity

Distance (in)

V
el
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y 
(r
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/s

)

Distance to Goal (in) Initial Velocity (rev/s) Theoretical Velocity (rev/s) Actual / Theoretical (rev/s)

64.2 42 19.5 2.153846154
69.4 42.5 19.69 2.158456069
74.8 44 19.93 2.207727045
80 44 20.19 2.179296682
84.9 44.6 20.48 2.177734375
89.9 45.5 20.75 2.192771084
94.5 46.5 21.04 2.210076046
99.9 47.3 21.37 2.213383248
104.6 48 21.66 2.216066482
110.2 49.9 22.01 2.267151295
114.9 51 22.32 2.284946237
120.6 52.75 22.69 2.324812693

ULTIMATE GOAL field is superimposed only in reference to the x-component Distance (robot position), and the 
field graphic does not represent the y-component Velocity.
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VISUALIZING DATA -- AUTOMATING POWER SHOTS

Taking the graph on the previous page, and projecting it across the entire field, rather than along a one-dimensional 
line, we can form a gradient across the entire launch zone. The magnitude of the required flywheel velocity can be 
represented using color, as described in the key:

Most Accurate 
Launch Distance

Ideal Launch 
Region

Lower Speed
Less Accurate

Ideal Distance
Most Accurate

High Speed
Less Accurate

Very High Speed
Very Inaccurate

Out of Range

*Line marks center of the robot
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VISUALIZING DATA -- AUTOMATING POWER SHOTS

 Now, in order to see everything at one time, we have created a 3-dimensional depiction of all of the data 
we have collected to automate the power shots during end game. Along the right side is the graph of velocity vs 
distance placed in line with where those distances fall on the field. The color gradient shows where on the field we 
can shoot from with the most accuracy, and where we begin to lose accuracy due to very high or very low launch 
speeds. The light blue line on the ground represents the arc along which we are the most accurate. The yellow line 
on the field represents the arc along which we shoot the most frequently, because it is the closest to the vuforia 
target, which we need to scan to get our position and falls along the arc of highest accuracy. 
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“Statistics is the grammar of science.”

- Karl Pearson

MATCH STATISTICS
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* See Robot Section for details

LEAGUE MEET 1
Date:

Time:

Location:

Current Robot

12/05/2020

12:00 - 3:00 PM

Cobalt Colts 
Headquarters
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League Ranking

Autonomous Points

State Ranking

Tele-Op Points

Worldwide Ranking

End Game Points

#1

220 (46.2%)

#4

96 (20.2%)

#61

160 (33.6%)

League Meet 1
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* See Robot Section for details

LEAGUE MEET 2
Date:

Time:

Location:

Current Robot

12/12/2020

12:00 - 3:00 PM

Cobalt Colts 
Headquarters
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League Ranking

Autonomous Points

State Ranking

Tele-Op Points

Worldwide Ranking

End Game Points

#1

315 (41.3%)

#2

138 (18.1%)

#40

310 (40.6%)

League Meet 2
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* See Robot Section for details

League Meet 2

Meet 1 Mean: Meet 1 Standard Deviation:

Meet 2 Standard Deviation:

Percent Difference:

Meet 2 Mean:

Percent Difference:

Average Points Scored: Consistency:

60.4% 28.3%
From Meet 1 From Meet 1
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LEAGUE MEET 3
Date:

Time:

Location:

Current Robot

01/09/2021

12:00 - 3:00 PM

Cobalt Colts 
Headquarters

* See Robot Section for details
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League Ranking

Autonomous Points

State Ranking

Tele-Op Points

Worldwide Ranking

End Game Points

#1

330 (43.2%)

#2

198 (26.0%)

#54

235 (30.8%)

League Meet 3
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* See Robot Section for details

Meet 2 Mean: Meet 2 Standard Deviation:

Meet 3 Standard Deviation:

Percent Difference:

Meet 3 Mean:

Percent Difference:

League Meet 3

Average Points Scored: Consistency:

0.0% 49.4%
From Meet 2 From Meet 2
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* See Robot Section for details

LEAGUE MEET 6
Date:

Time:

Location:

Current Robot

01/30/2021

12:00 - 3:00 PM

Cobalt Colts 
Headquarters
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League Ranking

Autonomous Points

State Ranking

Tele-Op Points

Worldwide Ranking

End Game Points

#1

390 (55.1%)

#5

78 (11.0%)

#114

240 (33.9%)

League Meet 6
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* See Robot Section for details

Meet 3 Mean: Meet 3 Standard Deviation:

League Meet 6

Average Points Scored: Consistency:

4.0% 48.6%
From Meet 3 From Meet 3

Meet 6 Mean:

Percent Difference: Percent Difference:

Meet 6 Standard Deviation:
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* See Robot Section for details

LEAGUE MEET 9
Date:

Time:

Location:

Current Robot

02/20/2021

10:00 - 1:00 PM

Cobalt Colts 
Headquarters
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375 (44.1%) 270 (31.8%) 205 (24.1%)

League Ranking

Autonomous Points

State Ranking

Tele-Op Points

Worldwide Ranking

End Game Points

#2 #7 #200

League Meet 9
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* See Robot Section for details

Meet 6 Mean: Meet 6 Standard Deviation:

Meet 9 Standard Deviation:

Percent Difference:

Meet 9 Mean:

Percent Difference:

League Meet 9

Average Points Scored: Consistency:

13.7% 8.5%
From Meet 6 From Meet 6
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* See Robot Section for details

LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP
Date:

Time:

Location:

Current Robot

03/04/2021

7:00 - 9:00 PM

Cobalt Colts 
Headquarters
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League Ranking

Autonomous Points

State Ranking

Tele-Op Points

Worldwide Ranking

End Game Points

#2

370 (41.3%)

#12

246 (27.5%)

#429

280 (31.2%)

0

50

100

150

200
End GameTele-OpAutonomous 

Match 6Match 5Match 4Match 3Match 2Match 1

League Championship

League Championship
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* See Robot Section for details0

50

100

150

200
End GameTele-OpAutonomous 

League ChampMeet 9Meet 6Meet 3Meet 2Meet 1

All Matches

Meet 9 Mean: Meet 9 Standard Deviation:

LC Standard Deviation:

Percent Difference:

LC Mean:

Percent Difference:

Average Points Scored: Consistency:

5.1% 31.6%
From Meet 9 From Meet 9

League Championship
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DAILY
LOGS

“Success is stumbling from failure to failure with no loss of enthusiasm”

- Winston Churchill

G
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Page # Section

G-3 Virtual Zoom Meetings

G-9 Summer Meetings

G-21 September

G-39 October

G-59 November

G-71 December

G-97 January

G-121 February

G-141 March
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“Another day, another zoom meeting!”

- Anonymous

VIRTUAL ZOOM
MEETINGS
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G-5 June 25
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Thursday, June 25th, 2020

Location: Zoom

Time: 10:45 AM - 11:15 AM

Attendance: Braden, Dylan, Lance

ULTIMATE GOAL GAME TEASER

 Today, our team met virtually over Zoom for the first time 
this season to watch and discuss the teaser for the 2020-2021 season! 
This year’s season is titled “Ultimate Goal” and, according to our 
observations, will likely involve a combination of soccer and basketball 
components. We believe that the early-season challenge will involve 
moving scoring elements into goals on ground level, taking influence from the worldwide sport of soccer. 
Then, we also believe that the long-term challenge will involve collecting and shooting scoring elements 
into various goals above the playing surface. 
 We drew parallels to multiple previous challenges, including a FIRST Robotics Competition game 
from years ago that involved robots moving around a track to pick up scoring elements and shooting them 
into goals for points. We believe that with the current conditions with COVID-19, the game will likely give 
no benefit to alliance collaboration or defensive game play. This means that the game would have to be 
designed so that teams could compete virtually by recording individual match play and stream into an event. 
As additional evidence to support our game predictions, the price to pre-order one half of a complete game 
set is only slightly more than fifty percent of the price of an entire field set. This lends to the hypothesis that 
there is no large field element that is shared between the two alliances (Ex. The central Vortex from Velocity 
Vortex, the Lander from Rover Ruckus, or the Neutral Skybridge from SKYSTONE). Therefore, the field 
is likely mostly symmetrical down its center (similar to how the field was arranged for Relic Recovery), 
making it viable for a team to only purchase half of a field if they choose to compete virtually as a solo 
entity. 
 Game theories aside, we had additional discussions regarding our plans to meet in the future. We 
agreed to start meeting once a week through the Zoom platform until we can ensure that meeting in person 
will be safe, sanitary, and worthwhile.
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 We then discussed the possibility of participating in a FIRST 
Virtual Showcase in the near future. This would involve delivering a 
presentation about our team to other FTC and FIRST teams. We would 
discuss our accomplishments during the previous season and explain our 
processes for community outreach, robot design, and documentation. 
The main objective of this would be to give leverage to less experienced teams so they can seek out 
opportunities in their area. 

FTC Virtual Showcase

 After reaching out to our contacts at Walkin’ and Rollin,’ we 
have been connected with an 8 year old boy named Ecko. Tonight, 
we discussed some of his interests and brainstormed some decent 
preliminary ideas for a cool Halloween costume that will fit his interests. 
Ecko is interested in Beyblades, among other things. This topic stuck 
out to us the most, and we believe that we will design and build a costume with Beyblade as the thematic 
element. Below is a table detailing our current plans and ideas.

Walkin’ and Rollin’ -- Ecko

Tuesday, June 30th, 2020

Location: Zoom

Time: 7:00 PM - 8:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Elizabeth, Genevieve, 
Nolan

Logistical Parameters Creative Touches
• Create hard deadlines (finish BEFORE September 12)
• CAD and draw designs now (can be done while social 

distancing)
• Design with modularity and mobility in mind
• Value appearance over complexity
• Make weather resistant where possible
• Deliver prior to kickoff

• Spinning tops
• Colorful
• Identify Ecko’s favorite Beyblade
• Use the hologram for a spinning effect?
• Underglow lighting?
• Metal gears 
• Battle arena?
• Little Beyblades for Ecko to play with?
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 We concluded our virtual meeting this evening by discussing 
our ongoing plans for our COVID-19 face shields. We would love to 
continue to supply free personal protective equipment wherever it is 
needed. We are starting to see that it is more readily available and cheap 
to purchase this equipment online in the United States, which means 
the demand for our face masks has declined. We know, however, that there is definitely still need for PPE, 
and therefore, we want to seek out areas abroad that may be in more desperate need. One of our teammates, 
Yaseen, has connections in Egypt and northern Africa that we may connect with to see if they are in need. 
We will also keep an eye out in the news for any hard-hit areas of the world, and see if we can reach out to 
FIRST teams in those countries as a sort of “leap-frog” to reach people in need. 
 In terms of production techniques, many of us have 3D printers that have sat dormant as we have 
been making most of our face shields out of molded resin. We plan to ramp up our 3D printed face shield 
production as well. 

 Today, we received a receipt letter from the Internal Revenue 
Service, which means that Kansas STEM United has officially achieved 
tax deductible nonprofit status! This is a huge step in our process, 
since now we can officially begin reviewing our grant applications and 
fulfilling those grants. We can now truly start impacting the Kansas 
STEM community by assisting in the fundraising of new STEM and FIRST programs throughout the state! 
 There is still work to be done, however. Our lawyers still have some paperwork to file--including 
finalizing the nonprofit bylaws and naming the legal and advisory board directors. We will schedule an 
official legal meeting for sometime in July in order to work out these final decisions. 
 We currently have received 6 legitimate grant applications through the nonprofit website, and we 
plan to improve our advertisement techniques and scope in order to bring in more applications. We also 
would like to increase our team member involvement in this process. For a large majority of this preliminary 
process, we have had to leave the legal work to the adults to ensure everything is carried out properly. Now, 
however, we plan to involve many more of our team members. We will nominate an advisory board for 
the nonprofit that will contain mainly team members. That way, we can be just as involved in the decision 
making and the community impact as our adult mentors have been so far. Huge progress has been made 
today!

Kansas STEM United 501c3

[Day of Week, Month, Day, Year]

Face Shields Internationally

Tuesday, June 30th, 2020
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Walkin’ and Rollin’ -- Ecko

 Our main focus for tonight’s virtual meeting was to decide on an 
idea to pursue with respect to Ecko’s Halloween costume. His parents 
informed us that Ecko’s favorite Beyblade character is Gingka. After 
researching, we found that Gingka is often seen riding a white pegasus 
horse. We have decided to try to replicate the image shown here for the 
costume. We will physically transform Ecko’s wheelchair into the horse and will dress him up in a cook 
Gingka costume! 
 After making this important decision, we started to assign roles to people about what part of the 
costume each of us will begin to prototype during the coming weeks. We plan to work in sprint formats and 
hold weekly meetings to discuss what we have accomplished. Below are our role assignments:
 
•  Dylan: Pegasus head
•  Nolan: Pegasus legs
•  Genevieve: Pegasus wings
•  Braden: Wheelchair wheel beyblade hubcaps
•  Alton: Side covering/skeleton
•  Mr. Crocker: Gingka costume (buy one for now)

Location: Zoom

Time: 7:00 PM - 8:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Dylan, Genevieve

Tuesday, July 7th, 2020
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“Things do not happen. Things are made to happen.”

- John F. Kennedy
 

SUMMER MEETINGS
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G-11 August 15

G-12 August 18

G-13 August 22

G-14 August 25

G-15 August 29

G-16 September 1

G-18 September 5

G-19 September 9
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	 Tonight	was	our	very	first	meeting	back	at	Cobalt	Colts	
Headquarters	since	the	abrupt	end	of	the	SKYSTONE	season!	All	
team	members	and	mentors	were	required	to	hand	sanitize,	check	
temperatures,	and	wear	face	masks	while	working	at	HQ,	and	this	will	
be	an	ongoing	requirement	for	the	foreseeable	future.	
	 This	evening,	we	started	to	formulate	the	basic	structure	of	the	Pegasus	Halloween	costume	we	will	
be	putting	together	for	Ecko	through	Walkin’	and	Rollin.’	We	decided	on	a	PVC	structure	along	with	pool	
noodles	surrounding	the	PVC.	The	legs	and	sides	of	the	costume	will	be	covered	with	a	white	blanket,	to	
act	as	“fur”	for	the	pegasus	horse.	We	will	also	3D	print	hooves	for	each	leg,	and	that	will	integrate	into	the	
existing	PVC/pool	noodle	system.
	 To	add	an	obvious	“Beyblade”	element	to	the	costume,	we	have	made	hubcaps	with	a	“Gingka	
Pegasus”	beyblade	design,	and	will	cover	the	hubcaps	on	the	wheelchair	with	those.	

Walkin’ and Rollin’ -- Ecko

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 3:30 PM - 6:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Dylan, Nolan

Saturday, August 15th, 2020
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[Day of Week, Month, Day, Year]

Location: [Insert]

Time: [Insert]

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Harrison, Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Programming Team

Initial Goals:
• [Type]
• [Type]
Tasks Accomplished:
• [Type]
• [Type]
Problems:
1. [Type]
2. [Type]
Solutions:
1. [Type]
2. [Type]
Future Plans:
• [Type]
• [Type]

Initial Goals:
• [Type]
• [Type]
Tasks Accomplished:
• [Type]
• [Type]

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Genevieve, 
Harrison, Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Tuesday, August 18th, 2020

	 This	evening,		we	began	cutting	PVC.	We	estimated	the	
dimensions	of	the	rectangular	frame	we	plan	to	use	as	our	center	
of	attachment.	We	have	limited	photos	and	dimensions	of	Ecko’s	
wheelchair	so	we	had	to	take	some	liberties	when	measuring	with	the	
goal	of	making	a	final	version	later	after	we	meet	with	Ecko	and	his	
family.	We	settled	on	3/4”	PVC,	since	it	fits	snugly	into	the	blue	pool	noodles	we	ordered.
	 While	most	of	us	worked	on	the	frame,	others	worked	on	other	elements.	Genevieve	pursued	the	idea	
she	had	to	use	feathers	and	foam	to	make	wings.	Alton	pursued	his	idea	to	use	foam	and	PVC	to	build	the	
main	body	of	the	horse.	Dylan	continued	working	on	the	pegasus	head	and	neck.	
	 Next	steps	include	deciding	on	the	shape	of	each	leg	and	how	we	want	the	pegasus	to	pose.	Then,	we	
will	build	a	final	version	of	each	leg	and	cover	it	with	fur	using	hot	glue.

Walkin’ and Rollin’ -- Ecko
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Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Genevieve,  
Nolan

Saturday, August 22nd, 2020

	 This	afternoon	was	filled	with	trial	and	error,	failure	followed	
by	slightly	less	failure	followed	by	resounding	mediocrity.	We	worked	
primarily	on	getting	the	pegasus	legs	shaped	properly.	This	is	so	
difficult,	because	none	of	us	know	(or	really	agree	on)	what	a	flying	
white	horse	looks	like.	Are	all	its	legs	arched	forward?	Backward?	
Staggered?	We	referenced	an	image	of	a	horse	running,	but	that’s	not	incredibly	helpful	when	modeling	a	
horse	that	flies	rather	than	gallops.	For	now,	we	designed	the	horse	in	a	running	position.	This	will	likely	
change	in	the	future.	We	also	learned	how	to	bend	PVC	with	a	heat	gun,	because	the	90	degree	and	45	
degree	angle	brackets	we	have	don’t	allow	us	to	create	natural	looking	shapes,	like	we	would	prefer.	

Walkin’ and Rollin’ -- Ecko
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Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Genevieve, 
Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Tuesday, August 25th, 2020

	 The	main	focus	for	tonight’s	meeting	was	to	make	a	final	version	
of	one	horse	leg.	We	chose	the	leg	that	we	felt	the	most	confident	
about,	which	was	the	front	right	leg.	The	current	leg	was	using	a	mix	
of	old	blue	and	green	pool	noodles,	so	we	made	a	whole	new	leg	using	
precisely	cut	PVC	and	consistent	blue	pool	noodles.	Then,	we	started	
to	cover	the	leg	with	fur.	Initially,	we	planned	to	cover	the	whole	leg	with	one	uncut	piece	of	the	white	
blanket.	As	it	turns	out,	the	knee	angle	is	too	small	to	make	it	work	with	one	piece,	so	we	opted	to	cover	the	
upper	leg	and	lower	leg	separately.	We	tried	hot	glue	at	first,	but	this	burnt	through	the	pool	noodles,	so	we	
switched	to	using	contact	cement.

Walkin’ and Rollin’ -- Ecko
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Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Genevieve,  
Nolan

Saturday, August 29th, 2020

		 Since	we	started	prototyping,	we	have	been	using	a	flimsy	lawn	
chair	to	attach	everything	to	the	robot.	Today,	we	learned	that	Ecko	
and	his	family	may	be	visiting	HQ	sometime	soon.	We	realized	we	
have	been	too	liberal	with	our	measurements	and	needed	to	solidify	
everything	before	Ecko	visits.	So,	we	started	by	making	a	brand	new	
PVC	frame	to	replace	the	one	we	had	made	to	fit	the	lawn	chair.	This	
time,	we	paid	more	attention	to	the	measurements	of	his	wheelchair	to	ensure	that	the	frame	will	fit	around	
Ecko’s	wheelchair.	We	also	got	around	to	fixing	the	horse	head’s	eyes.	Currently,	the	horse	head	has	silk-
screened	cartoon	eyes	on	it	that	look	far	from	realistic.	So,	we	spent	a	lot	of	time	scraping	the	silkscreen	
eyes	off	and	covering	the	spots	with	fur.	We	will	make	our	own	horse	eyes	out	of	large	jewelry	jems	instead.

Walkin’ and Rollin’ -- Ecko
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Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Genevieve,  
Nolan

Tuesday, September 1st, 2020

	 Tonight	was	completely	centered	around	reinforcements.	We	
used	bubble	wrap	around	the	neck	of	the	horse	to	make	it	look	more	
substantial	while	also	providing	stability.	We	also	used	self-driving	
screws	and	a	power	drill	to	secure	each	of	the	leg	joints	together.	One	
issue	we	are	still	having	is	that	we	didn’t	make	the	PVC	go	all	the	
way	through	the	pool	noodle,	we	have	stubby	pieces	on	each	end	of	
the	pool	noodle.	This	means	we	are	relying	on	the	tensile	strength	of	
the	pool	noodle	to	keep	the	leg	stationary,	which	under	the	force	of	
gravity,	does	not	work	very	well.	We	plan	to	replace	the	short	PVC	
pieces	with	full-length	pieces	so	we	can	rely	on	the	strength	of	the	
PVC	rather	than	the	strength	of	the	pool	noodle	to	support	the	legs.

Walkin’ and Rollin’ -- Ecko
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Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve,  Justin, Nolan, Yaseen

Saturday, September 5th, 2020

	 Today,	we	had	an	extra	special	guest	at	HQ	--	Ecko!	He	and	
his	family	came	to	HQ	for	an	hour	today	so	that	we	could	meet	him	in	
real	life	and	take	measurements	of	his	chair.	We	dressed	him	up	in	our	
makeshift	costume	and	took	notes	of	what	needs	to	be	readjusted	and	
accounted	for	now	that	we	have	seen	the	chair.	Ecko	loved	seeing	the	
costume	come	together	in	front	of	him,	and	he	even	loved	the	Gingka	
costume	we	dressed	him	up	in	so	it	would	look	like	he	was	riding	Pegasus.	We	learned	a	lot	about	what	will	
work	and	what	needs	to	change	with	respect	to	our	current	design.	We	have	a	lot	to	work	on,	but	we	were	
so	grateful	that	Ecko	and	his	family	made	a	special	trip	to	HQ	so	we	could	make	the	costume	perfectly	
customized	to	Ecko’s	needs!

Walkin’ and Rollin’ -- Ecko
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Saturday, September 5th, 2020
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Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Justin, 
Nolan

Tuesday, September 9th, 2020

	 Tonight	is	our	final	meeting	before	ULTIMATE	GOAL	kickoff,	
so	this	will	be	the	last	full	meeting	that	we	devote	to	working	on	Ecko’s	
costume.	So,	we	tried	to	get	as	much	done	as	possible.	We	propped	the	
new	PVC	frame	onto	the	Rover	Ruckus	Lander,	because	it	is	actually	at	
the	perfect	height.	Then,	we	attached	each	component	of	the	costume	to	
the	central	frame.	Wings	are	in	great	shape.	Legs	still	need	some	final	
adjustments.	The	sides	of	the	horse	are	still	a	work-in-progress,	but	we	now	see	how	to	proceed	now	that	we	
know	how	they	will	integrate	into	the	wheelchair.	

Walkin’ and Rollin’ -- Ecko
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“The beginning is the most important part of the work”

- Plato

SEPTEMBER
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G-23 September 12

G-26 September 15

G-27 September 17

G-29 September 19

G-30 September 22

G-33 September 24

G-37 September 26
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Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Watch the game animation.
• Construct the field.
• Start drawing and prototyping.
Tasks Accomplished:
• We all watched the ULTIMATE GOAL game animation together, and are super excited for a launching 

game!
• After the video, waited until 12:00 and then cracked open the field boxes! We got some of the tape 

placed on the field and also assembled one tower goal.
• We brainstormed ideas on white boards, deliberated a little bit of game strategy, and began prototyping.
• We built a prototype ring launcher using two goBilda motors. We were constantly trading spin for 

distance, and think that maybe using a one-wheel fly wheel design would be more accurate, as we would 
be able to introduce a higher amount of gyroscopic stability to the rings, allowing the rings to remain flat  
in the air. 

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 10:30 AM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Harrison, Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

ULTIMATE GOAL Kickoff -- Saturday, September 12th, 2020
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Initial Goals:
• Plan and prototype an attachment for the goBilda Basic Drivetrain to 

grab the rings off of the ground and place them into the low goal. 
• Start documenting the steps of the build, with the intentions of 

creating another instruction manual.
Tasks Accomplished:
• We made a ton of quick progress this afternoon. Braden and Yaseen worked together to develop a 

working arm made only from the parts left in the goBilda Master FTC kit after the drivetrain is built.
• We also added a horizontal bar to the front of the robot to allow the drivetrain to easily push the wobble 

goal around the field. This was an addition we were not currently planning on adding, but it turned out to 
be easy to implement.

Future Plans:
• Next time, we need to take the arm apart and reverse engineer its design, so we can document it 

from start to finish. Then, we will CAD the arm assembly in Fusion 360. Finally, we plan to release a 
completed build guide by Thursday, September 17th. 

Outreach Team

ULTIMATE GOAL Kickoff -- Saturday, September 12th, 2020
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ULTIMATE GOAL Kickoff -- Saturday, September 12th, 2020
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Tuesday, September 15th, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Braden, Drew, Dylan, Genevieve

Build Team

Outreach Team

Initial Goals:
• Continue setting up the ULTIMATE GOAL field
Tasks Accomplished:
• Built one complete tower goal, part of the second tower goal, and 

part of the power shot post
Problems:
1. We realized that the first tower goal was built incorrectly--pipes were not aligned correctly.
Solutions:
2. We disassembled the tower goal and flipped the positions of the angled red and blue pipes so that the 

goal spacing will be correct
Future Plans:
• Finish constructing/placing the second tower goal, the power shot post, the nets, and the Gaffer tape

Initial Goals:
• Disassemble the goBilda arm and document each step with pictures
Tasks Accomplished:
• Braden disassembled the arm and began to take pictures of the parts 

required for each step and how they go together
Future Plans:
• Braden will take home the parts for the arm and will finish taking it apart at home
• CAD the entirety of the arm assembly and add it to the drivetrain assembly
• Make a parts list and begin populating the pages of the build guide with pictures and step instructions
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Initial Goals:
• Assemble the goBilda drivetrain with our newly dyed blue goBilda 

mecanum wheels!
• Continue testing and modifying the ring shooting mechanism.
Tasks Accomplished:
• We assembled the basic drivetrain setup, with the motors parallel to the ground
• We conducted tests of the shooting mechanism, contemplating how to reduce friction between the flat 

surface that the ring rests on and the ring itself. We are going to try a sheet of delrin plastic to hopefully 
reduce this friction. We also plan to add more of a tunnel for the ring to pass through, so we can control 
its trajectory for a longer duration of time.

Problems:
1. We intend to implement ring intakes on three or four sides of the robot, but with our current drivetrain 

setup, there is no space to do so.
Solutions:
2. The motor placement is the problem, so we decided to rotate the motors 90 degrees so they will sit 

perpendicular to the ground. This will allow for an arched gap on each side of the robot for us to 
implement the ring intake.

Future Plans:
• Make these changes to the drivetrain configuration.
• Begin experimenting with compliant wheels for the intake, identifying which durometer is the most 

effective for gripping and intaking rings off the playing surface.
• Test how a flat sheet of delrin works to reduce friction in the ring shooter. 

Build Team

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Thursday, September 17th, 2020
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Outreach Team

Initial Goals:
• CAD the goBilda arm attachment.
Tasks Accomplished:
• The arm has been completely CADed in Fusion 360 and has also 

been added to the CAD assembly of the Basic Bot drivetrain.
Future Plans:
• Take screenshots of the CAD to allow for them to be used in the instruction manual.
• Release the build guide publicly by Saturday night.

Thursday, September 17th, 2020
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Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Deliberate game strategy.
• Rebuild the drivetrain with the motors perpendicular this time.
Tasks Accomplished:
• We outlined our specific game strategies and our priorities (see 

below)
• We rebuilt the drivetrain and began testing compliant wheels.

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Drew, Dylan, Genevieve, Lance, 
Nolan, Yaseen

Saturday, September 19th, 2020

Autonomous Points Ease (1-10) Reliability (1-10) Total
Wobble Delivered 15 7 6 28
Parked 5 9 9 23
Launched Rings -- -- -- --
     - Low 3 each 9 8 20-60
     - Med 6 each 6 7 14-57
     - High 12 each 6 3 22-66
     - Power Shots 15 each 6 3 24-72
Tele-Op Points Ease (1-10) Reliability (1-10) Total
     - Low 2 each 9 8 19
     - Med 4 each 7 7 18
     - High 6 each 6 4 16
End Game Points Ease (1-10) Reliability (1-10) Total
Wobble Goal: -- -- -- --
     - Start Line 5 10 10 25
     - Drop Zone 20 8 8 36
Rings on Wobble 5 No No --
Power Shots 15 each 6 2 23-69
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Initial Goals:
• Release the goBilda ULTIMATE GOAL Game-Specific Guide.
• Attach the wings and sides of the pegasus to Ecko’s costume.
Tasks Accomplished:
• We promoted the build guide on social media, and our website. We 

plan to also send the guide to goBilda to review very soon.
• We got the wings attached to pegasus and were able to lock them at the correct angle. We planned out 

how the sides will attach. We plan to use some extra tablecloth clips we have to act as hangars we can 
use to hang the side panels on one of the accessible bars on Ecko’s wheelchair.

Outreach Team

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Continue testing the ring shooter prototype.
• Begin work on a single-sided ring intake.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Used a flat sheet of delrin plastic below the rings on the shooter. This 

will hopefully help reduce the kinetic energy lost due to friction between the ring and the surface. We 
noticed that the delrin has a sort of “grain” to it. In one direction, the friction is noticeably less than the 
other. Where the “grain lines” are perpendicular to the ring, more friction in produced, and vice versa. 

• Began developing an intake. Not much progress was made, as we focused most of our time on the 
shooting mechanism.

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Genevieve, 
Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Tuesday, September 22nd, 2020
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x1 Drivetrain
+

x1 Game-Specifi c Guide
=

1 ULTIMATE GOAL Starter Bot

Tuesday, September 22nd, 2020

x1 goBilda Master FTC Kit
+

x1 REV Expansion Hub
+

x1 REV Switch Assembly
+

x1 Basic Bot Guide
=

x1 Drivetrain

More Info/Download Guides:

ftc6547.org

@ftc6547 ftc6547.org
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Trial 1

Initial Goals:
• Test where rings roll on the field the most often when delivered through the human player chute.
Tasks Accomplished:
• We conducted an experiment with five trials, delivering ten rings to the field each time and marking 

where they land. We also placed barriers on the field to limit the space to only what we will have 
available during virtual competition.

Programming Team

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Harrison, Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Thursday, September 24th, 2020

20%

x10

Trial 1

40%

10%

30%
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Thursday, September 24th, 2020

Trial 2

Trial 3

30%

10%

10%

x10

Trial 2

20%
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30% 10%

x10
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Thursday, September 24th, 2020

Trial 4

Trial 5

20%

x10

Trial 4

60%

10%

10%

20%

x10

Trial 5

50%

10%

10%
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Thursday, September 24th, 2020

Overall Distribution of Rings

16%

2%

12%

x10

Overall

4%

42%

6%

4%
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Initial Goals:
• Identify the best contact surface to use for the base of the ring 

shooter.
• Find a way to intake the rings and bring them upwards to the surface 

of the robot
Tasks Accomplished:
• We tested surfaces like Delrin, metal, and lexan and noticed no visual difference in the friction. We hope 

to calculate the coefficients of friction between the materials and the rings by using the equation below.

Build Team

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 Pm

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Harrison, Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Saturday, September 26th, 2020
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Saturday, September 26th, 2020
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“Nothing in life is to be feared; it is only to be understood. Now is the time to understand 
more, so that we may fear less.”

- Marie Curie

OCTOBER
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Page # Meeting Date

G-41 October 6

G-42 October 10

G-44 October 13

G-45 October 15

G-47 October 17

G-48 October 20

G-51 October 22

G-53 October 24

G-56 October 27

G-57 October 31
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Initial Goals:
• Make a PowerPoint presentation outlining the process of creating 

effective engineering documentation.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Our next big outreach project will involve a couple of videos that we 

will record and publish for Kansas/Missouri teams to view. 
• The first video we will deliver is one about the engineering documentation; we will highlight the 

changes for this season--specifically the Engineering Portfolio, demonstrate how to format pages, and 
review the award criteria and how to tailor the documentation style to optimize the viewability of your 
information for judges.

• Tonight, we created the first few slides of the PowerPoint in Adobe InDesign (see below for 
screenshots).

Future Plans:
• Finish the PowerPoint presentation.
• Begin recording the presentation and editing the video.

Outreach Team

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Genevieve, 
Harrison, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Tuesday, October 6th, 2020
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Outreach Team

Initial Goals:
• Deliver Ecko’s completed Pegasus Horse costume!
Tasks Accomplished:
• Before Ecko arrived, we prepared headquarters for the reveal. We 

planned to have his family behind the teal barriers we already have 
set up. Then, we would bring Ecko and his dad to the back of HQ to dress him up. After the costume 
is put on, we will hold up tablecloths around Ecko, his chair, and the Pegasus horse as we wheel him 
over to our presentation area at the front of HQ. Finally, we will seat Ecko’s family in the chairs in the 
presentation area and drop the tablecloth after a count of three.

• It took about an hour to put the costume onto Ecko the first time. We still had to work out a few fitting 
issues, but he looked absolutely amazing riding the white Pegasus horse majestically in his Gingka 
Beyblade costume. His family was brought to tears as we dropped the curtain. This was one of the 
coolest moments many of us have experienced in robotics!

Problems:
1. We entirely expected to encounter issues, since we had only had one meeting in-person with Ecko prior 

to the reveal, so we weren’t 100% confident in our measurements. Some of the PVC sections were 
too short or too long. The Beyblade hubcaps did not fit perfectly. The head was a little too heavy to be 
supported by our initial structure setup.

Solutions:
1. We improvised. We tried to do our best to work slow and make sure we checked every fitting. We re-

cut many pieces of PVC to the correct length. Yaseen cut the pool noodles on the hubcaps short so they 
wouldn’t interfere with the wheel mechanism. We built a whole new piece of structural PVC frame to 
hold the neck and head assembly. 

Future Plans:
• Elizabeth and Braden took videos and photos of all of the action during the day. We will be editing that 

together into a video to send to Walkin’ and Rollin’ and will likely be doing a zoom interview as well. 

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Harrison, Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Ecko’s Costume Reveal -- Saturday, October 10th, 2020
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Ecko’s Costume Reveal -- Saturday, October 10th, 2020
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Initial Goals:
• Attach the wobble goal prototype to our Skystone robot.
• Continue prototyping and testing the ring launcher.
• Add a lexan plate to the intake to hold the ring in orientation.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Attached the wobble goal to the side of the Skystone robot to make autonomous programming easier.
• Added the lexan plate to the intake. It currently does not quite match the angle of the intake properly, so 

the rings still get stuck frequently.
Problems:
1. Drew uses the Skystone robot for autonomous programming, but was struggling to visualize where the 

wobble goal grabber will be on the robot.
Solutions:
2. We decided to mount the prototype grabber to the robot so Drew has a frame of reference as to where on 

the robot the final design will eventually be mounted. This helps tremendously when programming the 
autonomous pathways.

Future Plans:
• Review FRC 254 Cheezy Poofs’ design for their frisbee thrower bot and try to replicate that for our next 

ring launcher iteration.

Build Team

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters 

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Genevieve, 
Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Tuesday, October 13th, 2020
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Initial Goals:
• Mount the Intel RealSense camera to the programming robot (last 

year’s scissor lift robot). 
• Begin working on some kinematic physics to calculate the initial 

velocity needed to shoot a ring a given distance at a given angle. 
Tasks Accomplished:
• Nolan and Drew mounted the RealSense camera to the programming bot so Drew can use its 

functionality to program autonomous.
• Genevieve and Braden began working on some physics calculations, but will need more time to find the 

equation Drew needs for accurate autonomous positioning and PID motor powering to shoot the rings 
accurately. 

Programming Team

Initial Goals:
• Make a servo-powered arm to push the rings into the shooting 

mechanism.
Tasks Accomplished:
• We made a simple servo arm and mounted it to the shooter 

prototype.
Future Plans:
• Continue to perfect the shooting mechanism through testing and more build iterations.

Build Team

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Harrison, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Thursday, October 15th, 2020
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Thursday, October 15th, 2020
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Saturday, October 17th, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Harrison, Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Improve upon the existing intake design.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Added the black plastic wheels to the outer stage of the intake. Once 

the rings are brought inside the intake, they are pulled upwards by 
three rollers made out of ninja-flex wrapped goTube. 

• Designed fin grippers for the wobble goal grabber in Fusion 360.
Problems:
1. Should we use round belt or timing belt to drive the intake?
Solutions:
2. We decided to use timing belt for now, so we can maximize the torque applied to the intake and to the 

rings to move them upwards. Later on in the season, we plan to switch to round belt so that the intake 
won’t jam if the ring gets stuck.
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Tuesday, October 20th, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Justin, Lance, Nolan

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Attach the new goBilda mecanum wheels to the drivetrain.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Continued CADing the fin grippers for the wobble goal grabber.
• Began replacing the existing blue mecanum wheels with the new 

yellow goBilda ones.
• Continued iterating the intake design.
Future Plans:
• Build a second drivetrain, so that Drew can use one for autonomous testing.
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Tuesday, October 20th, 2020

Programming Team

Initial Goals:
• Find an expression for initial velocity at a given angle and distance.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Drew, Genevieve, and Braden worked for the entire meeting to 

derive an expression for velocity. The most difficult aspect of the 
process was to combine the y-velocity information, which includes 
an acceleration due to gravity, and the x-velocity information, which 
is constant (ignoring air resistance). Below is the expression we 
came up with.
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Tuesday, October 20th, 2020
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Thursday, October 22nd, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Genevieve, 
Harrison, Lance, Nolan, 

Build/Programming Team
Drew’s Constant:

1300/47 = 2.668
Initial Goals:
• Finish adding the new mecanum wheels to the drivetrain.
• Continue making progress on the shooting mechanism.
Tasks Accomplished:
• We mounted all four yellow goBilda mecanum wheels to the 

drivetrain.
• We conducted tests on the ring shooter tonight. 
Problems:
1. One thing we had to think about is how to account for the loss of energy between the flywheel and the 

ring. Prior to tonight, we had been doing math that assumed there was a 100% transfer of momentum 
between the wheel and the ring. We have observed that the tangential velocity at the edge of the wheel 
(which we calculated) is not the same as the speed at which the ring leaves the launcher.

Solutions:
2. We performed many theoretical calculations and compared them to the real velocity of the ring. Using 

programming, Drew derived what he is now calling “Drew’s Constant,” which is equal to about 2.668. 
This is the differential factor between the tangential linear velocity of the flywheel and the initial velocity 
of the ring. 

Future Plans:
• Use the app Vernier Video Physics to more accurately compare theoretical and experimental values.
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Thursday, October 22nd, 2020
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Saturday, October 24th, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Harrison, Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Begin making a “Cheezy Poofs” shooter.
• Make a prototype of the wobble goal grabber.
• Assemble a second identical drivetrain. 
Tasks Accomplished:
• Lance observed FRC 254 Cheezy Poofs’ frisbee launcher design from a few years ago, and has decided 

to try to replicate that for the ring shooter. The main components of this are a metal frame that holds the 
ring in place, dual flywheels on one side, and a flat, low-friction support piece on the other side. This 
should allow us to introduce a little bit of gyroscopic stability to the rings, since they will be shoved out 
of the shooter by wheels on one side only.

• Made a gearbox for the wobble goal grabber. It’s a simple design with two gears that will spin in 
opposite directions with fin grippers attached to grip the wobble goal.

• Made the four motor housings for the second drivetrain. 
Future Plans:
• Continue fabricating the Cheezy Poofs shooter.
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Saturday, October 24th, 2020

Programming Team

Initial Goals:
• Use the app Vernier Video Physics to video the ring launcher and 

generate accurate graphs of the ring’s position and velocity over 
time. 

Tasks Accomplished:
• Vernier Video Physics is a 5 dollar mobile app that allows you to video any moving object and set points 

that mark its position at certain times. Then you use reference points in the video that are a known 
distance apart to accurately set the measurement scale. Then, the application generates graphs for you.

• We took video of the ring launcher and plotted the ring location over time. This allowed us to view 
accurate position-versus-time graphs and velocity-versus-time graphs so that we can compare them to 
the theoretical values we calculated. 
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Saturday, October 24th, 2020

X Value vs. Time Graph X Velocity vs. Time Graph

Y Value vs. Time Graph Y Velocity vs. Time Graph
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Tuesday, October 27th, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Dylan, Harrison

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Improve the stability of the ring shooter.
• Assemble the second drivetrain.
Tasks Accomplished:
• We added a goBilda c-channel piece to the front of the flywheel to 

reduce the vibrations that result when running the mechanism at high speeds.
• We successfully finished the second goBilda mecanum drivetrain, so now the builders and programmers 

can work in parallel on separate but identical drivetrains.
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Saturday, October 31st, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Harrison, Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Find a way to improve the consistency of our ring shooter.
• Add a control hub to the drivetrain and get it driving.
• Finish the Cheezy Poofs shooter.
Tasks Accomplished:
• After performing 45 minutes of tests, modifications, and 

programming changes, we were able to shoot ten rings in a row into 
the high goal! We found that the passive wheel that opposes the fly 
wheel actually contributes to the inconsistency, since it is sometimes already spinning when the next ring 
is loaded. We found that we were much more consistent when we held that wheel in place, not allowing 
it to spin.

• We used old ActoBotics screws to attach the REV Control Hub and Expansion Hub to the goBilda 
channel. Then, we wired up the motors, battery, and switch. We don’t have wires long enough to tuck 
into the channel like we want, so we left them loose for now so we could at least drive the robot. 

• The robot drives SUPER smoothly. It strafes just as well as it drives forward, and is one of the quickest 
drivetrains we have ever built or seen. The 6000 RPM motors and the 1:1 gearing helps with this.

• We finished the majority of the Cheezy Poofs shooter infrastructure. It has two flywheels mounted inside 
of a frame that holds the rings. We now need to figure out how to turn each flywheel by only one motor, 
which we plan to use timing belt and pulleys to accomplish.
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Saturday, October 31st, 2020
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“Enthusiasm is common. Endurance is rare.”

- Angela Duckworth

NOVEMBER
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G-69 COVID-19 Announcement -- Resuming Work on December 1
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Tuesday, November 3rd, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Genevieve, 
Harrison, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Test the shooting mechanism more.
• Use goTube and belts to make a ring intake.
Tasks Accomplished:
• We ran high-speed video of the shooter working, and made 

adjustments as necessary.
• Yaseen worked on putting together the new intake design, using goTube, U-channel, and belt. The 

biggest remaining challenge is how to get the rings to feed directly into the shooter.
Problems:
1. The corner of the u-channel of the intake will rub on the ground in its current state.
Solutions:
1. We used a dremmel to round the corner of the u-channel so that the goTube will be touching the ground, 

instead of the u-channel.
Future Plans:
• Interface the intake and the shooter and begin testing and refining.
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Thursday, November 5th, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Harrison, 
Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Tasks Accomplished:
• We made a tremendous amount of progress this evening. First, we 

mounted the ring shooting mechanism to the top of the drivetrain. 
Then, Nolan worked out how to mount the fin gripper mechanism to 
grab the wobble goals. He didn’t get it mounted today, but has a plan 
of action to do so next time.

Goals for the end of this meeting:
- Shooter Mounted

- Wobble Goal Grabber Mounted
- Autonomous Tested

- Intake Tested

Programming Team

Tasks Accomplished:
• Today, Drew got the code working to accurately launch the rings into the high goal. We were able to 

score nine rings in a row at one point. The next step is to program autonomous to hit the three power 
shots.
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Thursday, November 5th, 2020
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Saturday, November 7th, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Harrison, 
Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Mount the wobble grabber to the drivetrain.
• Finish and test the intake.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Nolan worked very hard tonight to add an extension arm out of 

goTube to the wobble grabber. The reason we added this component was to allow for the arm to remain 
inside of the 18 inch limit while also allowing it to fold outwards and comfortably grab the wobble goal 
from far away. 

• Yaseen added yellow 3D printed gears and belt to the intake. He added them only on one side in the top 
section to ensure that the rings would be naturally inclined to migrate towards one side to allow for easy 
feeding into the ring shooter.

• Lance tested his upgraded Cheezy Poofs launcher, and it was able to shoot the rings about fifteen feet, 
which is technically illegal, but for now it is acceptable. 
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Saturday, November 7th, 2020

Programming Team

Initial Goals:
• Mount the webcam.
• Program a complete autonomous sequence.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Drew mounted the webcam on the interior of the C-channel on the 

robot. 
• He then programmed and tested a full autonomous sequence which does the following:
 - Scan and count the Rings
 - Shoot all three Power Shots
 - Deliver the Wobble Goal to the proper Zone
 - Grab the second Wobble Goal
 - Deliver it to the proper Zone
 - Park
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Engineering Notebook Team
The Engineering Documentation in a Nutshell

Overland Park, Kansas

Tasks Accomplished:
• Today, we posted our 45-minute Engineering Notebook Tutorial 

video to our YouTube Channel, Instagram, Reddit, and Twitter 
Accounts!

Saturday, November 7th, 2020

YouTube Thumbnail
Reddit/Twitter Post Image

Instagram StoryInstagram Post
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Tuesday, November 10th, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Lance, 
Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Get the intake ready to mount.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Yaseen hooked up the intake to a motor for the first time tonight. He 

added a lexan sheet above the rollers to hold the rings in place as 
they travel upwards. We will need to readjust some other parts on the 
robot to mount the intake, so that will happen next time. 

Future Plans:
• Mount the intake.
• Run practice matches.
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Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Harrison, Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Mount the intake to the drivetrain.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Yaseen and Harrison got the intake mounted to the robot and began 

testing it.
• Lance mounted his Cheezy Poofs launcher to the angle-changing stand that we built and began testing it 

in front of the tower goal for the first time.
Future Plans:
• Prepare for our scrimmage this coming week!

Thursday, November 12th, 2020
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Saturday, November 14th, 2020

Due to an exposure to COVID-19, we will be 
taking a two-week break from all in-person 

robotics activities.

Our regular meeting schedule 
and documentation will resume 

on December 1st.
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“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together 
is progress; working together is success.”

-Edward Everett Hale

DECEMBER
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Tuesday, December 1st, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Lance, 
Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Re-acclimate as a team after our two-week break.
• Improve the intake-to-shooter transfer.
• Test the Cheezy-Poofs Shooter on the field for the first time.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Reviewed our goals for the coming month, and what we still need to do to be ready for our first meet.
• Added a piece of c-channel to the interior of the intake-shooter transfer to help guide the rings into place. 
• Ran the Cheezy-Poofs Shooter in front of the tower goal. The power from the motor was not high 

enough to push the ring out the other side. Rather, the ring got stuck between the two flywheels. Drew 
needs to adjust the power given to the dual-motor setup in order to shoot the rings properly.

Future Plans:
• Run full matches next meeting. Our first league meet is December 5th. 
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Outreach Team

Initial Goals:
• Plan how to record and publish match videos to YouTube
Tasks Accomplished:
• There are three things we will record during each match:
 1. Overview of the field using an old Motorola robot phone  
 mounted on a tripod.
 2. Closeup of the robot driving using Braden’s iPhone.
 3. Screen recording of the timer and live score on the large touch screen monitor using a free screen 
 recording extension on Google Chrome.
• Created a template for the YouTube thumbnails.
• Put together a diagram for scaling each recording and placing it on screen in Adobe Premiere Pro.
Future Plans:
• Execute the recording plan during our six meet matches on Saturday and edit together the six videos. 
• Reflect on the process and discuss any changes we should make to improve video quality. 

Thursday, December 3rd, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Braden, Drew, Dylan, Genevieve, 
Harrison, Justin, Lance, Yaseen

Meet 1Meet 1
Match [1]Match [1]

[0] Points[0] Points
Saturday, December 5th, 2020Saturday, December 5th, 2020
Overland Park, KSOverland Park, KS

Overview

CloseupTimer/Scoring
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Thursday, December 3rd, 2020

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Run practice matches and acclimate with the drive controls.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Tonight, we set up the official FTC ULTIMATE GOAL Timer on 

the touch screen and used it to run full autonomous, tele-op, and end 
game matches.

• We averaged about 100 points per match, and set a goal of achieving 120 points during our first meet 
this Saturday. 

• Between practice matches, we made modifications to the robot as necessary--mainly to ensure that the 
intake-to-shooter hand-off worked consistently, creating a neat stack of three rings to shoot.
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Tuesday, December 8th, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Harrison, Justin, Lance, Nolan

Programming Team

Initial Goals:
• Improve the accuracy of autonomous when hitting power shots and 

placing wobble goals.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Recoded and tested portions of autonomous.
• Tuned constants and variables to ensure that the robot’s PID tuning and field position are accurate. This 

will allow code changes to be more predictable than they were before. 
Future Plans:
• Continue testing autonomous and get it in working order for meet 2 this Saturday. 
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Tuesday, December 8th, 2020

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Build a new webcam mount.
• Test the range of the Cheezy Poofs shooter.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Used goBilda’s low-side u-channel to attach the webcam to. The 

webcam has a 1/4’’ tapped hole in it, so we found a piece of 1/4’’ 
threaded rod and drilled a respective hole into the u-channel. As seen 
to the right, this is the assembled mount.

• Shot rings using the Cheezy Poofs shooter and made modifications to amplify the velocity but lower the 
range to keep it within legal distances. 
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Thursday, December 10th, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Justin, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Drive, drive, drive! Fix, fix, fix! Then drive, drive, drive again!
Tasks Accomplished:
• We did exactly that. We drove practice matches and then fixed 

anything that was broken. Notable modifications include dremeling 
down some of the internal workings of the intake and adding a low-
friction tape inside of the lexan on top of the intake to facilitate ring 
movement into the thrower stack.

Future Plans:
• Perform well in meet 2 on Saturday!
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Tuesday, December 15th, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Harrison, Lance

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Verify that the flywheel shooter cannot exceed 16 feet of shooting 

distance.
• Remount the motors on the Cheezy Poofs shooter on the bottom of 

the mechanism.
Tasks Accomplished:
• We setup a tape measure and ran the shooter on bot 1 at full-speed. We found that we shot further than 

16 feet at full-speed. So, we gradually lowered the speed until we found the max velocity that keeps the 
range just within 16 feet. Drew set this velocity as a parameter in the code so that the robot will never 
allow the ring to exceed the maximum legal shooting distance. 

• Lance and Dylan remounted the motors on the Cheezy Poofs shooter so that they are underneath and 
parallel to the throwing surface. They accomplished this by using bevel gears to mount the motors at 
a right angle to the axis of rotation. We needed to mount the motors this way to ensure that the whole 
mechanism is as vertically compact as possible when mounting it to the second drivetrain. 
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Tuesday, December 15th, 2020

Programming Team

Initial Goals:
• Add indicator lights to the robot to notify the drivers of when the flywheels are at the proper speed for 

shooting at the given position.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Drew mounted and wired a strip of multicolor LEDs to the bottom of the robot. 
• When the lights are green, the shooter is at the proper speed.
• When the lights are red, the shooter needs time to gain or lose speed before shooting.
Future Goals:
• Add a yellow light setting to distinguish between when the flywheels are too fast or too slow.
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Thursday, December 17th, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Justin, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Finish mounting the motors to the Cheezy Poofs shooter.
• Discuss intake plans for bot 2.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Motors are mounted underneath the shooter.
• We discussed a crazy idea for a new intake: we plan to use two large concentric cylinders. The inner 

one will be mounted to a motor and will spin, while the outer one will be stationary. The gap between 
the two cylinders will be just large enough for a ring to ride between them. We will use this concept to 
intake from the front of the bot, flip the rings 180 degrees, and place them into the shooting holder. 

Future Plans:
• Begin prototyping the new intake using a 5-gallon Lowe’s bucket.
• Manage the wires on bot 2 and get it driving.
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Programming Team

Initial Goals:
• Define a function from data to allow for the robot to shoot into the 

high goal from anywhere behind the white line on the field
Tasks Accomplished:
• We needed to collect data to see the optimal velocity of the flywheels 

needed to accurately hit the high goal from a given distance. To do 
this, we followed this procedure:

1. Set and record the distance from the high goal (given in the code 
software using the Intel RealSense, NOT measured).

2. Pick and set an initial velocity.
3. Shoot three rings, and record each as either Yes, No, or Barely 

scored.
4. Raise the velocity if any of the three rings miss low or barely score 

low.
5. Lower the velocity if any of the three rings miss high or barely score high.
6. Repeat this feedback loop until all three rings are made into the high goal without striking any part of the 

goal upon entry (a “swish” into the goal, essentially). 
7. Record that velocity and distance into a separate table as data points.
8. Move the robot backwards and repeat steps 1-7 for many discrete distances until the robot is touching 

the back wall. 
9. Use these data points to regress a function for velocity in terms of distance.
Future Goals:
• We did not have time to find the function this evening, so we plan to use the data and a calculator to find 

the best-fit curve of this line next meeting. 
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All Launching Data:                                                                                               Blue Background = Data Point

Distance to Goal (in) Initial Velocity (rev/s) # of rings in stack Hit (Y), Barely (B), Miss (N)?

62.24 50 3 N
62.24 48 2 Y
62.24 48 1 Y
62.24 48 3 Y
62.24 48 2 Y
62.24 48 1 Y
67 48 3 Y
67 48 2 Y
67 48 1 Y
67 48 3 Y
67 48 2 Y
67 48 1 Y
72 48 3 Y
72 48 2 N
72 48 1 Y
72 47.5 3 Y
72 47.5 2 Y
72 47.5 1 N
72 47 3 Y
72 47 2 Y
72 47 1 Y
72 47 3 Y
72 47 2 Y
72 47 1 Y
76.8 47 3 B
76.8 47 2 B
76.8 47 1 B
76.8 48 3 Y
76.8 48 2 N
76.8 48 1 N
76.8 47.5 3 Y
76.8 47.5 2 N
76.8 47.5 1 N
76.8 47.25 3 Y
76.8 47.25 2 Y
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Distance to Goal (in) Initial Velocity (rev/s) # of rings in stack Hit (Y), Barely (B), Miss (N)?

76.8 47.25 1 Y
76.8 47.25 3 N
76.8 47.25 2 Y
76.8 47.25 1 N
76.8 47.25 3 Y
76.8 47.25 2 Y
76.8 47.25 1 Y
81.7 47.25 3 Y
81.7 47.25 2 B
81.7 47.25 1 Y
81.7 47.25 3 N
81.7 47.25 2 N
81.7 47.25 1 Y
81.7 47.5 3 Y
81.7 47.5 2 Y
81.7 47.5 1 Y
81.7 47.5 3 B
81.7 47.5 2 N
81.7 47.5 1 Y
81.7 47.75 3 Y
81.7 47.75 2 Y
81.7 47.75 1 Y
81.7 47.75 3 B
81.7 47.75 2 Y
81.7 47.75 1 N
86.8 47.75 3 B
86.8 47.75 2 Y
86.8 47.75 1 B
86.8 48 3 B
86.8 48 2 Y
86.8 48 1 Y
86.8 48 3 B
86.8 48 2 Y
86.8 48 1 Y
ROBOT DISCONNECTED AND RESTARTED
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Distance to Goal (in) Initial Velocity (rev/s) # of rings in stack Hit (Y), Barely (B), Miss (N)?

92.2 48 3 N
92.2 48 2 B
92.2 48 1 N
92.2 48.5 3 Y
92.2 48.5 2 Y
92.2 48.5 1 B
92.2 48.75 3 B
92.2 48.75 2 B
92.2 48.75 1 Y
92.2 49 3 B
92.2 49 2 Y
92.2 49 1 B
92.2 49.25 3 Y
92.2 49.25 2 B
92.2 49.25 1 N
92.2 49.15 3 Y
92.2 49.15 2 Y
92.2 49.15 1 Y
92.2 49.15 3 B
92.2 49.15 2 Y
92.2 49.15 1 N
96.6 49.25 3 N
96.6 49.25 2 B
96.6 49.25 1 B
96.6 49.5 3 B
96.6 49.5 2 B
96.6 49.5 1 N
96.6 49.75 3 Y
96.6 49.75 2 B
96.6 49.75 1 Y
96.6 49.75 3 Y
96.6 49.75 2 Y
96.6 49.75 1 Y
DISCONNECTED AND RESTARTED
101.8 49.5 3 B
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Distance to Goal (in) Initial Velocity (rev/s) # of rings in stack Hit (Y), Barely (B), Miss (N)?

101.8 49.5 2 N
101.8 49.5 1 N
101.8 50 3 N
101.8 50 2 B
101.8 50 1 Y
101.8 50.25 3 B
101.8 50.25 2 Y
101.8 50.25 1 N
101.8 50.4 3 N
101.8 50.4 2 N
101.8 50.4 1 N
101.8 50.75 3 B
101.8 50.75 2 Y
101.8 50.75 1 Y
101.8 50.75 3 N
101.8 50.75 2 N
101.8 50.75 1 Y
101.8 50.75 3 Y
101.8 50.75 2 Y
101.8 50.75 1 B
101.8 50.8 3 N
101.8 50.8 2 Y
101.8 50.8 1 Y
101.8 50.8 3 B
101.8 50.8 2 N
101.8 50.8 1 B
101.8 51 3 N
101.8 51 2 Y
101.8 51 1 N
101.8 51.5 3 Y
101.8 51.5 2 Y
101.8 51.5 1 Y
101.8 51.5 3 B
101.8 51.5 2 Y
101.8 51.5 1 N
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Distance to Goal (in) Initial Velocity (rev/s) # of rings in stack Hit (Y), Barely (B), Miss (N)?

101.8 51.5 3 B
101.8 51.5 2 B
101.8 51.5 1 Y
106.8 52 3 N
106.8 52 2 Y
106.8 52 1 Y
106.8 52 3 B
106.8 52 2 Y
106.8 52 1 Y
106.8 52 3 N
106.8 52 2 Y
106.8 52 1 B
106.8 53 3 Y
106.8 53 2 N
106.8 53 1 Y
106.8 53 3 B
106.8 53 2 Y
106.8 53 1 Y
111.9 55 3 Y
111.9 55 2 N
111.9 55 1 N
111.9 54 3 B
111.9 54 2 N
111.9 54 1 B
111.9 54 3 Y
111.9 54 2 Y
111.9 54 1 N
111.9 53.75 3 Y
111.9 53.75 2 Y
111.9 53.75 1 Y
111.9 53.75 3 B
111.9 53.75 2 N
111.9 53.75 1 Y
111.9 53.75 3 Y
111.9 53.75 2 N
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Distance to Goal (in) Initial Velocity (rev/s) # of rings in stack Hit (Y), Barely (B), Miss (N)?

111.9 53.75 1 Y
116.8 54 3 N
116.8 54 2 N
116.8 54 1 Y
116.8 54 3 N
116.8 54 2 Y
116.8 54 1 N
116.8 55 3 N
116.8 55 2 N
116.8 55 1 Y
116.8 54.75 3 N
116.8 54.75 2 Y
116.8 54.75 1 N
116.8 54.5 3 Y
116.8 54.5 2 N
116.8 54.5 1 N
116.8 54 3 N
116.8 54 2 Y
116.8 54 1 Y
116.8 54.25 3 Y
116.8 54.25 2 B
116.8 54.25 1 Y
116.8 54.25 3 Y
116.8 54.25 2 N
116.8 54.25 1 N
116.8 54.15 3 Y
116.8 54.15 2 Y
116.8 54.15 1 Y
116.8 54.15 3 B
116.8 54.15 2 Y
116.8 54.15 1 Y
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Thursday, December 17th, 2020
Data Points:

Distance to Goal (cm) Initial Velocity (rev/s) Theoretical Velocity (rev/s) Actual / Theoretical (rev/s)

62.24 48 23.85 2.012578616
67 48 23.22 2.067183463
72 47 N/A N/A
76.8 47.25 22.79 2.073277753
81.7 47.75 22.77 2.097057532
86.8 48 22.8 2.105263158
92.2 49.15 22.96 2.140679443
96.6 49.75 23.12 2.151816609
101.8 51.5 23.3 2.210300429
106.8 53 23.53 2.252443689
111.9 53.75 23.7 2.267932489
116.8 54.15 23.94 2.261904762

ULTIMATE GOAL field is superimposed only in reference to the x-component Distance (robot position), and the 
field graphic does not represent the y-component Velocity.
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Saturday, December 19th, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Harrison, 
Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Make the Cheezy Poofs shooter thinner.
• Wire up the second drivetrain.
• Mount the webcam and Intel RealSense to the second robot.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Dylan and Lance replaced the thick C-channel that was holding the two wheels together on the thrower 

with two parallel low-side U-channels, which made the whole design thinner, more rigid, and more 
“goBilda standard.” 

• Braden worked on wiring up the robot. He added encoder wires and motor power wires, and connected 
them to the expansion and control hubs. He then zip-tied and managed all of the loose wires.

• Braden also made a duplicate of the webcam/RealSense mount that is on the first robot. He mounted it to 
the new drivetrain.
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Tuesday, December 22nd, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Lance, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Attach a Lowe’s bucket to a motor.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Tonight, Genevieve attached a Lowe’s bucket to a goBilda motor 

in order to test our new intake concept. She then found a concentric 
cylinder slightly larger in radius and tested how well the ring is pulled upwards by the spinning bucket 
inside the larger cylinder.

• We tested the intake on robot 1 as well. Yaseen added surgical tubing to the lowest stage in effort to push 
the rings upwards easier. It worked better than the previous version, but still not perfect.
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Tuesday, December 22nd, 2020

Outreach Team

Initial Goals:
• Set up a FTC6547 Twitch account.
Tasks Accomplished:
• We set up the Twitch account and did a test live stream.
• We plan to live stream our future remote competitions and promote it to other teams so that we can 

answer questions about our robot live, just like we would in a traditional competition.
• Elizabeth ran the test stream from her school mac computer and Braden promoted the Twitch on 

Instagram and Twitter.
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Tuesday, December 29th, 2020

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Justin, Lance, Nolan

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Make progress on pending projects on robot 2.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Genevieve worked on making a holder for the cylindrical intake that will allow for the inner cylinder to 

turn.
• Lance worked on adding infrastructure to the second drivetrain to mound the Cheezy Poofs thrower.
• Alton worked on setting up the Ender 3 Pro that Yaseen brought in to 3D print more fin grippers.
• Nolan worked on an updated version of the wobble goal grabber.
• Drew worked on cutting down the autonomous time by speeding up the traverse times across the field. 
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Tuesday, December 29th, 2020
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“You cannot solve a problem on the same level that it was created. 
You have to rise above it to the next level.”

-Albert Einstein

JANUARY
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Page # Meeting Date

G-99 January 5

G-103 January 12

G-105 January 14

G-107 January 16

G-110 January 19

G-112 January 21

G-114 January 23

G-117 January 26
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Tuesday, January 5th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM 

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Lance, Nolan

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Continue to improve the intake on bot 1.
• Attach the new Delrin rails to the Cheezy Poofs shooter on bot 2.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Dylan, Lance, and Mr. Crocker added more timing belt pulleys 

into sections of the intake. Before this, we were relying on timing belt just resting on goTube to run the 
intake, and we were losing out on valuable torque we need to move the rings upwards. Adding more 
pulleys should allow the entire intake to work more smoothly.

• Lance also used E6000 adhesive to glue our new Delrin rails for the new shooter to the x-rail.
Future Plans:
• Drive the bot in its current state for meet 3 this Saturday. 
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Tuesday, January 5th, 2021

Outreach Team

Initial Goals:
• Setup our Twitch stream space.
• Experiment with a camera gimbal.
• Make a Google Form to gather team hoodie orders.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Elizabeth and Dylan worked on getting our Twitch interface set up.
• We also set up a miniature version of our pit to show rookie teams how to make a presentable pit at 

competitions.
• We promoted our Twitch event on Saturday on Instagram and Twitter and asked for people to submit 

questions they have about our team and robot.
• Braden tried out the camera gimbal that Mr. Crocker purchased. This device will allow us to shoot much 

smoother closeup shots of our robot during competitions.
• Braden also used his new Canon EOS Rebel T7 DSLR to take photos. We plan to use this camera for all 

notebook photos for now on and to record the field overview angle during matches. Most photos from 
this date on will be taken with this camera.

• Alton put together a Google Form to gather hoodie sizes from teammates and sent it in our GroupMe 
chat.

Future Plans:
• Continue to promote our Twitch Stream this Saturday.
• Ensure we have all of the logistics worked out regarding how we will film and run our meet on Saturday. 
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Tuesday, January 12th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Braden, Elizabeth, Genevieve

Build Team

Public Relations Team

Initial Goals:
• Figure out the ideal width of the conveyor.
• Identify possible methods of attaching the conveyor to the drivetrain.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Genevieve worked out that the cylinders inside of the conveyor 

should be the same length as the diameter of a ring.
• We do not have a great plan right now about how to attach the conveyor, but it will be narrowed 

significantly next time, so the plan should become more clear soon.
Future Plans:
• Use shorter goTube inside the conveyor to make it narrower.
• Replace the d-shaft collars with e-clips to keep everything more compact. 

Initial Goals:
• Record footage of the robot driving for our Twitch intro and future 

robot reveal video.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Elizabeth and Braden lined the field with color-changing lights. They 

also got the robot’s underglow lighting working again, which Drew had temporarily disabled in code to 
conserve battery power. 

• Elizabeth then turned off the lights in HQ and used the gimbal stabilizer to track the robot as Braden 
drove it around and shot rings.

Future Plans:
• Edit together both the Twitch intro and a robot reveal video using this footage. 
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Tuesday, January 12th, 2021
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Thursday, January 14th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Dylan, Genevieve, Lance, 
Nolan

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• CAD a new battery mount with the proper goBilda pattern.
• Narrow the conveyor to the width of a ring.
• Experiment with ways to get the rings from the floor into the 

conveyor.
• Mount the new wobble goal grabber to a linear slide.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Alton CADed a new battery mount with goBilda’s hole pattern. He taught us how to project the holes on 

a goBilda pattern plate onto the plane of the battery mount in Fusion 360, a skill he learned how to do 
tonight.

• Nolan made a linear slide using bearings and low-side u-channel
• Genevieve replaced the longer goTube that was in the conveyor with shorter goTube. Now, the whole 

thing is the width of a ring. Lance helped her hook it up to a motor and we tested how well the rings flow 
through the system. It works really well.

• Dylan and Lance made a roller out of green compliant wheels and tested how well they lift the ring off 
of the ground when rolled over the ring. This will likely be how we get the rings into the conveyor.

• Braden tried a slightly different approach for lifting the rings off of the mat. He created an arm 
suspended by gravity that applies pressure downwards to the ring to lift the front edge of it up. We 
decided that this design might be more useful on our first robot, so Braden is going to add an outer intake 
stage to bot 1 that has a similar design. 

Future Plans:
• 3D print the battery mount using the Ender 3 Pro Yaseen brought to HQ. 
• Mount the linear slide to the wobble goal grabber
• Power and mount the conveyor to drivetrain 2.
• Power, space, and mount the compliant wheel roller to bot 2.
• Make the outer intake stage for bot 1. 
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Saturday, January 16th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Lance, Nolan

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Print a battery mount.
• Add an outer intake stage to bot 1.
• Add e-clips to the conveyor.
• Mount the wobble goal grabber to the linear slide.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Alton used the Ender 3 Pro to print out a battery mount. We tried testing the power-loss continue print 

feature by turning off the printer before leaving headquarters. Next time, we will reboot the printer and 
see if the print can continue. If not, Mr. Crocker will print one using his printer at home.

• Braden worked on making a flip-down arm with a goTube roller to push the rings forward and into the 
vertical intake. He temporarily powered it using a REV hex motor, but it will eventually be powered 
by the intake motor using belts. It worked very well in pushing the rings up enough to get them to go 
into the intake. This solves our previous issue of having to push against the wall to get the rings into the 
intake.

• Genevieve replaced the shaft collars on the conveyor with thin e-clips, which serve the same purpose but 
are smaller.

• Nolan mounted the wobble goal grabber to his linear slide. He created a motorized string pulley to 
power it as well.

Future Plans:
• Hopefully continue the 3D print once we return to HQ on Tuesday.
• CAD some curved brackets to go on the end of the pattern plates of the outer intake stage to get the 

roller close enough to the ground.
• Replace the pulley on Nolan’s wobble grabber with a piece of goTube.
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Saturday, January 16th, 2021

Outreach Team

Initial Goals:
• Discuss our participation in the FIRST Innovation Challenge.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Elizabeth and Braden presented to the team about participating in the 

challenge. We reviewed the challenge description guide and decided 
to begin brainstorming ideas individually. In February, we will have an Innovation Challenge meeting to 
pitch our ideas and decide on an idea to carry forward. We will then make a design brief and presentation 
about our idea to submit for preliminary judging. If selected as semifinalists, we hope to leverage 
Heartland STEM Inc. and our connections to UnitedHealthcare to make our idea a reality.
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Tuesday, January 19th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Harrison, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Identify the proper position for Lance and Dylan’s roller.
• Test the consistent shooting ability of the new thrower.
• Add new bearings and sleeves to the outer stage of bot 1’s intake.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Lance and Dylan worked on making a thin roller (essentially a d-shaft covered in Cat Tongue and 

surgical tubing) to lift the rings off of the mat and into the conveyor. They decided that it is best to put 
this right on the edge of the conveyor and to put another large roller (the same size as the conveyor 
rollers) in front of and on top of it to provide pressure downwards. 

• Lance then powered up the Cheezy Poofs ring shooter and fired 5 rings, testing where the rings landed. 
They were initially inconsistent, because we were inducing no spin on the rings, causing their motion to 
be unstable and unpredictable. To solve this, we added a piece of dycem tape to the inside of the delrin 
rail to provide a small bit of friction backwards to the ring when it travels through the shooter. This 
worked well, as it generated a bit of spin, causing more stable ring shots. 

• Braden CADed, 3D printed, and mounted sleeves to the end of the pattern plates on bot 1’s intake. This 
allows the goTube roller to touch the ground, as the corners of the pattern plate are no longer resting on 
the ground. He also added a goBilda thrust bearing assembly to each side of the axis of rotation for much 
more standardized and solid rotation of the intake stage.

Future Plans:
• Mount the roller and the conveyor to the second drivetrain soon.
• Power the new intake stage on bot 1 using belts and test it out. We plan to use this setup for our next 

meet this weekend. If it does not work by then, it is easy to disable and use our old method for intaking.
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Thursday, January 21st, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Dylan, Genevieve, Lance, 
Nolan

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Add a lexan plate to the back of the conveyor.
• Motorize and test the conveyor.
• Prototype methods of raising rings off of the ground to get them into 

the conveyor.
• Revise the linear slide for the wobble goal grabber
Tasks Accomplished:
• Genevieve removed the cardboard that was holding together the two 3D-printed u-brackets on the 

conveyor. She then replaced it with a piece of lexan. We found that keeping the protective film on the 
lexan on the inside actually helped to reduce friction, so we left it there on the interior only.

• Lance and Genevieve then attached a motor to the bottom roller of the conveyor and rolled rings through 
it. It worked rather well, with only a few minor alignment issues where the ring would get stuck.

• Braden worked on adding the design he made last time to lift the rings off of the ground to the first robot. 
We need to improve the hinges, and ordered some thrust bearing assemblies from goBilda to swap in 
when they arrive. 

• Dylan and Lance added surgical tubing to a 5 mm hex shaft and attached it to a motor. The plan is to 
mount this right in front of the conveyor to give the rings enough lift to get into the conveyor. 

• Nolan rebuilt the linear slide so that it would be able to extend a bit higher. He also mounted the 
fin grippers lower on the linear slide so that the entire wobble goal can be lifted higher. The whole 
mechanism is a little over 18’’ tall, so we will likely add a third stage to preserve lift height but decrease 
the vertical size.

Future Plans:
• Mount the conveyor to bot 2.
• Mount the surgical tubing-hex shaft assembly in front of the conveyor.
• Swap in thrust bearings to the outer intake stage hinges on bot 1 once they arrive. 
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Saturday, January 23rd, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Dylan, Genevieve, Justin, 
Lance, Nolan

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Reconstruct the bot 1 intake so that the belts stop rubbing on the 

ground.
• Mount the conveyor and the ring lifter to the bot 2 drivetrain.
• Add a third stage to the wobble goal linear slide.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Braden and Justin took apart the bottom two stages of the intake. 

They replaced the second stage, which was using 6mm D-shaft 
with 8mm Rex shaft. This allowed us to use E-clips rather than 
shaft collars, which made the whole thing more compact. We then lifted the whole bottom stage up by 
one goBilda hole, so that the belts will not drag on the floor. This changed the tension in the belts, so 
we spent some time adjusting and adding tensioners to the drive belts. We replaced the thick treads we 
originally had running between the two stages with thinner treads, which we made by cutting apart the 
new black goBilda compliant wheels. This change was needed to get the right tension on these belts, 
which are there to grab the rings and pull them upwards. We then experimented with round belt to drive 
the new outer fold-down intake stage. We will finish this step next time.

• Lance cut through the C-channel on bot 2 to mount a piece of goBilda X-rail. Genevieve then mounted 
the conveyor to this X-rail. We used X-rail so we can easily adjust the height of the conveyor by sliding 
it up and down. 

• Dylan mounted the ring lifter in front of the conveyor. It is not quite secure, so we will add more support 
next time.

• Nolan added a third stage to his linear slide, which allowed the whole thing to fit within 18’’. The next 
step is to mount it.

Future Plans:
• Use round belt to drive the fold-down intake stage.
• Make all of the mounting points on bot 2 more secure to eliminate the current wobble in the robot. 
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Tuesday, January 26th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Braden, Dylan, Elizabeth,
Genevieve, Lance, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Add stoppers to bot 1 so that the folding intake stage is set at the 

correct height.
• Figure out how to drive the conveyor and ring lifter from the same 

motor.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Braden used goBilda square beams to build stoppers on both sides of 

the intake so that the folding stage is off of the ground when folded 
down, but also at just the right height to grab and intake the rings off 
of the ground. 

• Lance and Genevieve discussed how to drive both components of bot 2’s intake system. They decided to 
create a series of belts and pulleys that extend from the motor outwards to each component. This works 
well, since the ring lifter and the conveyor need to spin in opposite directions.

• Genevieve drew up an idea for a tensioner which will allow for the belt which drives the ring lifter to be 
secure and tight. 

Future Plans:
• Test the intake systems on both robots.
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“Regrets and mistakes help us identify areas of growth. They are not meant to 
be dwelled on. Do not let them undermine your potential.”

-Naide P Obiang

FEBRUARY
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Tuesday, February 2nd, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Lance, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Discuss approaches to rapid fire 3 rings through the shooter.
• Construct a prototype of the intake for bot 2.
• Move the conveyor so it is in line with the thrower.
Tasks Accomplished:
• We talked through a new use for the conveyor: a storage area for the rings. Before, we planned to have 

the conveyor feed into a specific holding area where three rings would form a stack. We watched match 
videos of some of the best teams in the world, and noticed that most of them keep the rings in one line 
rather than in one stack. And so, we decided that we would use the conveyor as the storage device, 
implementing some feature to stop the rings from exiting the conveyor prematurely. Then, we would 
create a “vertical spindexer” that would push from the bottom of the conveyor in a semicircular arc to 
eject all three rings into the thrower at one time. 

• Yaseen used PVC pipe and surgical tubing to create a prototype of the outer stage of the intake. He 
connected it to the motor and observed that it works rather effectively in grabbing the rings and moving 
them into the robot. We plan to carry forward with this design. 

• Dylan and Lance detached both the conveyor and the laucher from the robot. They then remounted both 
mechanisms so that they are perfectly in line with each other. 

Future Plans:
• Make sure that rings can travel easilly from the conveyor into the shooter.
• Add the second and third intake stages to Yaseen’s prototype. 
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Programming Team

Initial Goals:
• Define a function from data to allow for the robot to shoot the power 

shots from anywhere behind the white line on the field
Tasks Accomplished:
• We needed to collect data to see the optimal velocity of the flywheels 

needed to accurately hit the center power shot from a given distance. 
To do this, we followed this procedure:

1. Set and record the distance from the center power shot (given in the 
code software using the Intel RealSense, NOT measured).

2. Pick and set an initial velocity.
3. Shoot three rings, and record each as either Yes, No, or Barely hit.
4. Raise the velocity if any of the three rings miss low or barely score 

low.
5. Lower the velocity if any of the three rings miss high or barely score 

high.
6. Repeat this feedback loop until all three rings hit the center power shot squarely.
7. Record that velocity and distance into a separate table as data points.
8. Move the robot backwards and repeat steps 1-7 for many discrete distances until the robot is touching 

the back wall. 
9. Use these data points to regress a function for velocity in terms of distance.
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All Launching Data:                                                                                               Blue Background = Data Point

Distance to Goal (in) Initial Velocity (rev/s) # of rings in stack Hit (Y), Barely (B), Miss (N)?

64.2 41 3 N
64.2 42 2 N
64.2 42 1 Y
64.2 42 3 Y
64.2 42 2 Y
64.2 42 1 Y
69.4 42 3 Y
69.4 42.3 2 Y
69.4 42.3 1 N
69.4 42.5 3 B
69.4 42.5 2 N
69.4 42.5 1 Y
69.4 42.5 3 N
69.4 42.5 2 Y
69.4 42.5 1 Y
74.8 42.5 3 N
74.8 42.8 2 N
74.8 43.1 1 N
74.8 44 3 N
74.8 44 2 Y
74.8 44 1 Y
74.8 44 3 Y
74.8 44 2 N
74.8 44 1 Y
80 44 3 N
80 44 2 N
80 44 1 Y
80 44 3 Y
80 44 2 N
80 44 1 Y
84.9 44.3 3 N
84.9 44.3 2 B
84.9 44.6 1 Y
84.9 44.6 3 Y
84.9 44.6 2 Y
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Distance to Goal (in) Initial Velocity (rev/s) # of rings in stack Hit (Y), Barely (B), Miss (N)?

84.9 44.6 1 Y
89.9 45 3 N
89.9 45.5 2 N
89.9 45.5 1 Y
89.9 45.5 3 Y
89.9 45.5 2 Y
89.9 45.5 1 Y
94.5 45.5 3 N
94.5 46.2 2 B
94.5 46.5 1 N
94.5 46.5 3 Y
94.5 46.5 2 Y
94.5 46.5 1 Y
99.9 47 3 Y
99.9 47 2 Y
99.9 47.1 1 Y
99.9 47.1 3 N
99.9 47.1 2 Y
99.9 47.1 1 N
99.9 47.3 3 N
99.9 47.3 2 Y
99.9 47.3 1 Y
99.9 47.3 3 N
99.9 47.3 2 N
99.9 47.3 1 Y
104.6 48 3 Y
104.6 48 2 Y
104.6 48 1 Y
104.6 48 3 N
104.6 48 2 Y
104.6 48 1 Y
110.2 49 3 N
110.2 50 2 Y
110.2 49.75 1 N
110.2 49.75 3 N
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Distance to Goal (in) Initial Velocity (rev/s) # of rings in stack Hit (Y), Barely (B), Miss (N)?

110.2 49.9 2 Y
110.2 49.9 1 N
110.2 49.9 3 Y
110.2 49.9 2 Y
110.2 49.9 1 Y
114.9 51 3 B
114.9 51 2 Y
114.9 51 1 Y
114.9 51 3 Y
114.9 51 2 N
114.9 51 1 Y
120.6 52.5 3 N
120.6 54 2 N
120.6 53 1 N
120.6 53 3 Y
120.6 52.75 2 Y
120.6 52.75 1 N
120.6 52.75 3 N
120.6 52.75 2 Y
120.6 52.75 1 Y
120.6 52.75 3 Y
120.6 52.75 2 Y
120.6 52.75 1 Y
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Data Points:

Distance to Goal (cm) Initial Velocity (rev/s) Theoretical Velocity (rev/s) Actual / Theoretical (rev/s)

64.2 42 19.5 2.153846154
69.4 42.5 19.69 2.158456069
74.8 44 19.93 2.207727045
80 44 20.19 2.179296682
84.9 44.6 20.48 2.177734375
89.9 45.5 20.75 2.192771084
94.5 46.5 21.04 2.210076046
99.9 47.3 21.37 2.213383248
104.6 48 21.66 2.216066482
110.2 49.9 22.01 2.267151295
114.9 51 22.32 2.284946237
120.6 52.75 22.69 2.324812693

ULTIMATE GOAL field is superimposed only in reference to the x-component Distance (robot position), and the 
field graphic does not represent the y-component Velocity.
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Saturday, February 6th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Harrison, Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Make a rig to mount the intake prototype to
• Adjust the height of the thrower so that rings can flow easily from 

the conveyor into the thrower
Tasks Accomplished:
• Yaseen used some old blue mecanum wheels and some c-channel to build a mock version of the front of 

our robot. He began attaching the intake to it and figuring out how to drive it using a motor. 
• Lance worked on raising up the thrower and scooting it slightly forward to make the top edge of the 

roller and the top edge of the delrin plate on the thrower at exactly the same point, so the transition 
between conveyor and thrower will be seamless.

Future Plans:
• Test the conveyor-to-intake passoff
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Engineering Notebook Team

Initial Goals:
• Make a plan for both the engineering portfolio and team presentation for the League Championship
Tasks Accomplished:
• Braden cleaned off a white board and made an outline for each page of the portfolio. Then, he flipped the 

white board to the other side and took the topics discussed in the portfolio and assigned people to discuss 
them in the presentation. 

Future Plans:
• Confirm with everyone that they are ok discussing their selected topic in the presentation
• Make a Google Form to collect info from every team member about what they have been working on for 

the portfolio
• Make a presentation script and begin practicing over zoom
• Slowly put together the portfolio taking info from the notebook and Google Form
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Tuesday, February 9th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Lance, Nolan

Programming Team

Initial Goals:
• Mount one ultrasonic sensor to a servo and mount that assembly on 

the robot
Tasks Accomplished:
• We used a mill to drill out the back of the ultrasonic sensor mount 

we had 3D printed, since it was too narrow to give us access to all six pins on the back of the sensor
• After doing that, we built a servo block to sit on a standard goBilda Dual-Mode servo. We used square 

beam to mount the servo just above the left front drive motor. We used the existing holes on the 3D 
printed bracket to attach the sensor to the servo

• We plugged the servo into the bot, and used a measuring tape to test the accuracy of the distance reading. 
We were getting +/- 0.5 cm accuracy, which is good enough for our purposes. We will eventually mount 
a second servo-sensor assembly to the right front corner, so that we can always measure the distance 
from perpendicular walls, no matter which way the robot is oriented. This will allow us to find the x,y 
coordinates of the robot on the field at all time, another way to verify our position that is computed by 
scanning the vuforia targets with the RealSense and webcam.

Future Goals:
• Mount the second servo-sensor assembly to the other front corner of the bot. This will require us to 

solder pins onto a new sensor, since we only have one that is pre-wired. 
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Thursday, February 11th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Justin, 
Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Solder pins onto a second ultrasonic sensor
• Finish the new wobble goal grabber
• Test how well the ring laucher works when rings are fed from the 

conveyor
Tasks Accomplished:
• Justin soldered new pins onto the second ultrasonic sensor for bot 1
• Since bot 2 was occupied, Nolan tested how well the new wobble goal linear slide mounts on bot 1. We 

believe the mechanism will fit within 18 inches, and will lift the wobble goal high enough in its current 
configuration. 

• Lance and Dylan made a few more tweaks to the thrower to get it perfectly level with the conveyor. 
They had to trim the delrin plate a bit shorter and countersink some screw heads to create a clear path 
for the rings. Also, the rings do not quite shoot straight, but we plan to extend the delrin rails holding the 
rings in the shooter so they will come out of the mechanism more stable

Future Plans:
• Add the second servo and ultrasonic to the robot
• Build a mechanism to keep the webcam from tipping out of position
• Work out the remaining kinks with the shooter on bot 2
• Drive bot 1 on Saturday and possibly submit scores for league meet 8 depending on our performance in 

practice
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Saturday, February 13th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Justin, 
Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Add the next two stages of the intake to our mock up drivetrain
• Run matches with robot 1 and fix what breaks
Tasks Accomplished:
• Yaseen got the next two sections of the intake mounted and belt-

driven on the mock up drivetrain. He had to adjust the height and length of the surgical tubing slightly so 
that it would not hit the ground but be low enough to pull rings in. The next section is a piece of goTube 
wrapped in Cat Tounge, which pushes on the back of the ring to lift it up. The third stage is a piece of 
8mm Rex covered in surgical tubing and dycem, which lifts the entire ring up off of the ground and will 
eventually feed the ring into the conveyor

• While running matches, we made a few changes to bot 1. We added thicker foam to the wobble goal 
grabber so that the fins would grip the wobble goal more firmly

• We also tried adding a square beam to keep the upper belt on the intake from migrating off of its pulley. 
That created friction, so we will try a freely-spinning idler next time 

Future Plans:
• Focus most of our time next week on improving bot 1 for our final meet next Saturday
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Tuesday, February 16th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, Lance, 
Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Mount the wobble grabber to bot 2.
• Add a longer piece of goTube to the wobble grabber on bot 1.
• Attach the intake to bot 2.
• Fix the intake on bot 1.
• Drive practice matches and try to score 200.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Dylan got the wobble goal grabber linear slide mounted to the 

drivetrain on bot 2. The next task is figuring out how to drive it. We 
have a motor attached to some large gears, but still need to figure out 
exactly where to place it so it will not be in the way of the rest of the 
bot.

• We replaced the old goTube on bot 1’s wobble grabber with a 
slightly longer piece. This caused the mechanism to be about a 1/2’’ 
outside of 18’’, so we trimmed 1/2’’ off of the tips of the fin grippers. 
The longer goTube allows us to get the wobble goal over the wall 
much more reliably and quicker. 

• Yaseen took the intake he was building on the mock up drivetrain 
and attached it to the main drivetrain. It is in position, but we did not 
have time to test it yet.

• Braden added a new idler to the top stage of the intake to keep the 
central belt from wandering off its pulley. This worked decently, but 
the pulleys themselves were not in line with each other, so we slid 
the top piece of goTube over a few millimeters so that the belt would be straight and not crooked like it 
was before. We also had to replace the screws on the end of the goTube with button head screws, so that 
the heads would not hit the structure of the intake.
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• We then added some new silicone tape to the bottom and top stages of the intake. This seemed to help 
get the rings in and out of the intake faster. 

• Drew and Braden spent the last 45 minutes of the meeting driving practice matches. With the improved 
intake and a few adjustments to autonomous to account for the changes to the wobble grabber, we were 
able to put up an (unofficial) high score of 202. Our previous high score was 165, so this was very 
exciting. We will be uploading the 202 match video to YouTube. 

• The changes to the intake and wobble grabber meant that both our tele-op and end game performance 
were much more consistent. We still average between 65 and 80 in autonomous, but now average about 
6 or 7 rings in the high goal and a 70 point end game (both wobbles in the drop zone and 2 power shots).

Future Plans:
• Test the intake on bot 2.
• Drive more practice matches with the drive team on Thursday in prep for our last league meet on 

Saturday.
• Post the 202 point match to YouTube.
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Saturday, February 20th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Harrison, Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Run our matches for our final league meet.
• Mount the prototype wheel guard to bot 2 and test how it fits.
Tasks Accomplished:
• We ran all 6 of our matches for League Meet 9. We set a new team 

high score of 177 in our fifth match.
• We mounted the wheel guard to the front right wheel on bot 2. There are a few minor tweaks we need to 

make to the CAD to make it fit better, and to ensure we stay within 18’’.
• The intake was binding because of one part that was rubbing on the belts as they turned. To solve this, 

Lance used the Dremel to cut it away from the belts. 
Future Plans:
• Keep bot 1 functioning for our League Championship, but start working primarily on bot 2. 
• Edit the CAD of the wheel guard and re-print. 
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Saturday, February 27th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Justin, 
Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Diagnose problems on the intake on bot 2.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Today, we mainly addressed the issues regarding the belt tensions in 

the intake. We added a couple of idlers to the belts driving the front 
and middle stage, so that the belts would not slip on the pulleys.

Future Plans:
• Test the intake-to-throw process.
• Work with Drew to find a way to store the rings inside the conveyor while the flywheels on the thrower 

get up to speed. We expect it will be easier to implement code that pushes the rings back before running 
the thrower, so the rings will not exit the thrower prematurely. 

• Address the crunching sound in the intake that happens when a ring gets stuck in certain locations. 
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“I’m always trying new things and learning new things.”

-Morgan Freeman

MARCH
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Tuesday, March 9th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Braden, Drew, Dylan, Genevieve

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Test the thrower on bot 1, and make the necessary adjustments to 

make it shoot more consistently.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Now that our vision is set on State, we will be setting bot 1 aside. 

We will be devoting all of our build time to improving bot 2, with the goal of scoring at least 250 points 
consistently by April 24th. 

• After intaking three rings, and attempting to pass them to the thrower, we noticed an issue. The angle of 
the top of the conveyor is much shallower than the angle of the thrower. This is making the ring handoff 
rather tricky. Additionally, there is a piece of x-rail that was cut at a 45 degree angle that is rubbing up 
against the cat tounge on the top conveyor roller. Ideally, we would use the dremel to cut it back, but the 
spot is impossible to get to without taking the thrower apart. Instead, we decided to adjust the angle of 
the thrower to try to space these components apart, and to solve the angle difference issue as well.

• Once that was solved, we launched three rings and took slow motion video. We noticed that all three 
rings were hitting the thrower’s front support beam, skewing their trajectory unpredictably. So, we 
shortened this beam so that is below the throwing plane. We still need to work on consistency, but a lot 
of this will come once we tune the PID in code. 

• The motors did not seem to be running at full power, even when the thrower was run directly from a 
fully-charged battery. We suspect there is friction in the system, but we have not identified where. Right 
now, we can shoot into the middle goal from just behind the line. 

Future Plans:
• Reduce friction in the thrower. 
• Improve both the intake-conveyor handoff and the conveyor-thrower handoff. 
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Programming Team

Initial Goals:
• Use bot 1 to test the ultrasonic sensors.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Drew sketched out how the ultrasonic sensors measure the distance from the walls, and how they correct 

their position to make it central to the RealSense. 
• He got the ultrasonic sensors working in the top left corner of the field, but everywhere else, he still 

needs to correct the trigonometry to correctly orient the sensors relative to the robot’s orientation. 
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Thursday, March 11th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Harrison, 
Lance, Nolan

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Shorten the fin grippers.
• Continue working out mechanical issues in the intake.
• Mount one ring blocking arm to the robot.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Braden replaced the existing fin grippers with newly printed ones that are shorter, so that we will be 

within 18’’ and the grippers will not get tangled in the wires. 
• Dylan and Braden then adjusted the tension on some of the belts, which made the intake work a bit more 

smoothly.
• Harrison mounted a servo to the front right corner of the robot. He then added a long beam to it, which 

will act as an arm to block the rings as they travel past the robot. 
Future Plans:
• Test to make sure that the new fin grippers can still hold the wobble goal. 
• Mount the second ring stopping arm. 
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Thursday, March 18th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Braden, Drew, Dylan, Lance, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Check the fit of our new 3D printed bumper and make any necessary 

CAD adjustments. 
• Get the thrower working more consistently.
Tasks Accomplished:
• We mounted the bumper to the back left wheel. There were a few spots that needed to be adjusted to 

avoid hitting parts of the bot, like the miter gears and the edge of the wheel. Since Alton was not there 
tonight to make CAD changes, we used masking tape to mark what needs to be changed. We will present 
those changes to him on Saturday. 

• The thrower is currently inconsistent in both the x and y directions. We decided to try to tackle the 
x-direction tonight. To do this, Lance trimmed back the delrin rail using a dremel. This helped a little bit, 
but we still may need to trim it back more. We hypothesized that if the edge of the delrin was in line with 
the center of the front flywheel, we would be more accurate, because this would be similar to how our 
first thrower was configured. 

Future Plans:
• Edit the CAD file of the bumpers and re-print.
• Address the inconsistency in the y-axis of the thrower. 
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Saturday, March 20th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Braden, Dylan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Improve the intake handoff to the conveyor by testing, breaking, and 

then fixing.
Tasks Accomplished:
• When we ran the intake today, we finally discovered what had 

previously been making a loud clicking noise when the ring got stuck. The lowest belt in the conveyor 
actually rests inside of the two 3D printed panels of the conveyor. It is directly in the path of the ring, 
which means that the ring frequently wedged itself between the timing belt and the pulley, jamming the 
system. To fix this, we decided to take off the front stage of the conveyor, flip it 180 degrees, and mount 
a new pulley and timing belt to the outside of the conveyor, so that the ring could not possibly clog the 
system. 
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Tuesday, March 23rd, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Public Relations Team

Initial Goals:
• Discuss ideas for the Promote Award video.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Braden pitched his idea to the team about creating a “zoom meeting” where we all share a sentence 

about “Why FIRST Tech Challenge Works.” 
• We wrote out on sticky notes a bunch of phrases that encompass all aspects of FIRST. We referenced the 

judging feedback sheet we received to understand a little bit better what the judges are looking for. We 
plan to start filming the video in the next week. 

• We also discussed our plans for the STEM kits and LEGOs. We plan to make 100+ STEM kits for 
Vibrant Health and Heartland. This project will hit full swing soon.

• We tested the two experiments which will go in the STEM kits -- Elephant Toothpaste and Dry Erase 
Man, and made a list of the bulk materials we will need to purchase for the kits.

Future Plans:
• Make instruction sheets for the STEM kit experiments.
• Separate out our LEGOs and get them ready for distribution.
• Make a script for the Promote Video.
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Thursday, March 25th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Lance, 
Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Build a new outer intake stage. 
• Test the linear slide for the wobble grabber.
• Mount the new bumper. 
Tasks Accomplished:
• Yaseen used orange flexible tubing to assemble a helical shaped intake stage. It worked very well for 

pulling the rings in, but dragged a lot on the floor, causing it to come loose. We will likely experiment 
with compliant wheels next. 

• We were concerned that the new smaller fin grippers we mounted a few meetings ago would not extend 
far out enough to grab the wobble goal. We were right. The linear slide works well, but we had to re-
attach the old fin grippers to have any shot of picking up the wobble. 

• Alton attached the new bumper to the back left wheel. It fit much better this time.
Future Plans:
• Print another mirrored bumper for the back right wheel.
• Experiment with silicone molded compliant wheels. 
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Outreach Team

Initial Goals:
• Assemble as many STEM kits as we can using the materials we 

have.
Tasks Accomplished:
• Braden and Mrs. Stafford assembled 47 STEM kits. 
• Contents of each kit:
 Dry erase marker
 Small bottle of water
 Packet of Yeast
 Bottle of hydrogen peroxide
 Cobalt Colts 2019 World Championship bracelet
 FIRST informational sheets in English and Spanish
 Experiment instruction sheets in English and Spanish
• We also used the roll of Cobalt Colts water-activated-adheisive stickers to brand the boxes with our logo. 
• We will wait until just before we are ready to deliver the kits to add the hydrogen peroxide, since it is 

sensitive to the light.
Future Plans:
• Film tutorial videos demonstrating how to conduct each experiment.
• Print the FIRST informational sheets and instruction sheets. 

Thursday, March 25th, 2021
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Dry-Erase Man Instructions
Overland Park, Kansas

Instrucciones para el hombre de borrado en seco

Necessary Materials (materiales necesarios)

Step 1 (etapa 1)

Step 2 (etapa 2)

Step 3 (etapa 3)

• Dry-Erase Marker (marcador de borrado en seco)
• Small Bottle of Water (botella de agua pequeña)
• Glass Bowl -- not provided (tazón de vidrio -- no provisto)

• Draw a simple picture on the glass. A stick fi gure is a 
good one to start with

• (Haz un dibujo sencillo en el vidrio. Una fi gura de palo es 
buena para empezar)

• Pour water into the bowl slowly to lift up the drawing 
from the surface

• (Vierta agua en el tazón lentamente para levantar el dibujo 
del superfi cie)

• Swirl the water around to make the picture dance and 
move!

• (¡Gire el agua para hacer que la imagen baile y se mueva!)

Scan QR Code for a video tutorial
 (escanea el código qr para ver un video tutorial)
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Elephant Toothpaste Instructions
Overland Park, Kansas

Instrucciones para pasta de dientes de elefante

Necessary Materials (materiales necesarios)

Step 1 (etapa 1)

Step 2 (etapa 2)

Step 3 (etapa 3)

Step 4 (etapa 4)

• Tall Glass or Plastic Container -- not provided (recipiente de vidrio o plástico -- no provisto)
• 1/2 Cup of Hydrogen Peroxide (taza de peróxido de hidrógeno)
• Packet of Yeast (paquete de levadura)
• Small amount of dish soap -- not provided (un poquito jabón para platos -- no provisto)
• Small Bottle of Water (botella de agua pequeña)

• Have an adult pour the hydrogen peroxide into the container

• (Haz que un adulto vierta el peróxido de hidrógeno en el recipiente)

• Add two pumps or about a tablespoon of dish soap into the container

• (Agregue dos chorros o aproximadamente una cucharada de jabón para platos en el   
recipiente)

• In a separate container, mix the yeast with the warm water for at least 30 seconds

• (En un otro recipiente, mezcle la levadura con el agua tibia durante al menos 30 segundos)

• Pour the yeast into the container, step back and watch the foamy magic happen!

• (¡Vierta la levadura en el recipiente, retroceda y observe cómo ocurre la magia espumosa!)

Scan QR Code for a video tutorial
 (escanea el código qr para ver un video tutorial)

The reaction is exothermic, and is therefore hot. Wait a few minutes before touching.

La reacción es exotérmica y, por lo tanto, caliente. Espere unos minutos antes de tocar.
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Saturday, March 27th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Attendance: Braden, Drew, Dylan, Genevieve, 
Harrison, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Replace the helical intake with compliant wheels of varying 

durometer. 
Tasks Accomplished:
• We used grey compliant wheels, green compliant wheels, blue 

NinjaFlex wheels, and yellow silicone wheels on the new intake. It runs SO much more smoothly now, 
and also doubles as a way to knock the rings down quicky, as the wheels grip the rings very well. 
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Outreach Team

Initial Goals:
• Film the tutorial videos for the STEM kit experiments.
• Separate the LEGOs into two bins.
Tasks Accomplished:
• We divided our bin of LEGOs into two smaller containers for 

delivery.
• Braden starred in the tutorial about Elephant’s Toothpaste. It took 

us three tries and a trip to Tuesday Morning in order to get the right 
ingredient proportions to get the right effect. 

• Yaseen starred in the other tutorial about the Dry Erase Man. This 
one only took two tries, and we got lucky that it worked perfectly, 
because we had never successfully been able to test it with the materials we had on hand prior to today.

Future Plans:
• Braden will edit together the tutorial videos and update the QR codes on the instruction sheets to link to 

our videos rather than the random tutorial videos we found online. 
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Tuesday, March 30th, 2021

Location: Cobalt Colts Headquarters

Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Attendance: Alton, Braden, Drew, Dylan, Elizabeth, 
Genevieve, Harrison, Justin, Lance, Nolan, Yaseen

Build Team

Initial Goals:
• Run the robot and see what breaks.
Tasks Accomplished:
• After working with Drew to fix some code bugs that arised at the end 

of last meeting, we drove around and picked up rings. The intake has 
quickly become the best part of this robot, with our launcher the current point of inconsistency. Despite 
this, we were able to shoot three in a row into the high goal a couple of times tonight, which is progress. 

• Harrison soldered together two new wires for the ultrasonic sensors we will soon mount on bot 2. 
• Genevieve molded a couple of extra silicone compliant wheels for future use. 
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